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This thesis studies the impact of augmenting an abstract target detection model
with a higher degree of realism on the fidelity of the outcomes of camera network
simulators in reflecting real-world results. The work is motivated by the identified
trade-off between realistic but computationally expensive models and approximate
but computationally cheap models. This trade-off opens the possibility for an al-
ternative to augment abstract simulation tools with a higher degree of realism to
capture both benefits, low computational expense with a higher fidelity of the out-
comes.
For the task of target detection, we propose a novel decomposition method with
an intermediate point of representation. This point is the core element of our model
that decouples the architecture into two parts. Decoupling brings flexibility and
modularity into the design. This empowers practitioners to select the model’s fea-
tures individually and independently to their requirements and camera settings. To
investigate the fidelity of our model’s outcomes, we build models of three detectors
and apply on our lab-based image data set to create ground truth confidences. By
incorporating only a few more properties of realism, the fidelity of our model’s out-
comes improved significantly when compared to the initial results in reflecting the
ground truth confidences.
Finally, to explore the implication of our high fidelity target detection model,
we select a case study from coverage redundancy in smart camera networks. High-
lighting the performance of a coverage approach strongly relies on the reliability of
target detection results. An underestimation in the performance of studied coverage
approaches is determined by employing the standard abstract detection model when
compared to the results of our model.
The identified underestimation in this study is one example of the general open
concern in agent-based modelling about the unclear impact of simplified abstract
models on the ability of the simulator to capture real-world behaviours.
Additional Keywords
(Simulators, Target Detection, Agent-based Modelling)
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Over the last few decades, remarkable infrastructure growths have been noticed
in security and safety-related issues. With an increased demand for security and
safety, surveillance systems become an important domain that attracts researchers
attention. Deployment of large-scale surveillance systems in the real world is a
significant undertaking that often faces several difficulties. It is both cost and time-
intensive, which might even prohibit establishing such a surveillance system from
the beginning. Moreover, in some cases, available empirical data is limited due
to legal impediments (e.g., [131]) for the purpose of target detection and tracking
applications.
Sanmiguel et al. described, “the success of smart camera networks (SCNs) de-
pends on the availability of simulators that facilitate design, prototyping, and valida-
tion of performance objectives before deployment” [92]. Smart cameras are embedded
devices able to observe their environment, process the acquired images on-board, and
communicate aggregated information and extracted knowledge with other devices.
This enables them to detach from central components, analysing imagery locally,
making decisions and acting on them autonomously.
Existing camera network simulation tools often reflect real-world information in
2
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different ways (the spectrum represented in Figure 2.1). At one end of the spectrum,
realistic or complex models aim to represent a specific phenomenon in the real-world,
while taking many properties of realism into account. Properties of realism refer to
the levels of details, (e.g. environmental factors or constraints) in which a simulator
reflects real-world operations. At the other end of the spectrum, simple and abstract
models only capture a limited number of real-world properties within an abstract
environment [14].
While using the complex (i.e.realistic) models can improve the accuracy and ty
of the outcomes in the sense of reflecting real-world operations, incorporating many
realism properties can make simulation tools cumbersome and slow. Hence, this
can limit their scalability to support larger scenarios (e.g. [82]). On the other hand,
using abstract models allows for development and verification of new theories with
the results easy to interpret. However, due to the simplified nature of these abstract
models, which remove details and hence can introduce errors, the outcomes can be
imprecise and have room for improvement in terms of their fidelity.
In general, it is not clear what impact making such simplified abstract models
has on the ability of the simulator to capture real-world behaviour. This is also a
general open concern in agent-based modelling [36].
This gives rise to an important trade-off between realistic but computationally
expensive simulations and approximate but computationally cheap simulations. This
trade-off opens the possibility for an alternative to augment abstract simulation
tools with a higher degree of realism. Thereby creating solutions that capture both
benefits, low computational expense with a higher fidelity of the outcomes. This




Within surveillance systems, target tracking, and coverage analysis are two impor-
tant applications that their performance highly relies on the reliability of target
detection results [129]. These results can provide valuable information about the lo-
cation of targets, their temporal correspondences, and movement pattern over time.
Methods based on background subtraction, frame differencing, and optical flow, are
commonly used in video-based surveillance systems, where high quality real or syn-
thetic videos (or images) of the scene are available. However, abstract simulation
environments often do not have access to real-world, high-quality imagery of the
scene. Therefore, they ignore the details of the scene and model objects simply as
moving points (e.g. vertices of a grid) across the surveillance field. Therefore, in the
case of using an abstract simulation environment, an alternative is required.
Esterle et. al [31], explored the impact of incorporating one physical property,
i.e. cameras’ zoom on object tracking performance using such abstract simula-
tion environment, i.e. CamSim smart camera network simulation environment [28].
Throughout a set of profiling experiments, they showed there is a simple linear cor-
relation between the pixel density of a region of interest and classification success
rate. A pixel defines the size of the smallest, clearly observable object with distinct
boundaries. This model deployed across CamSim environment is referred to as the
CamSim standard model of target detection. CamSim standard detection model only
incorporates the camera’s current zoom as a property of realism. In this sense, the
model is extremely abstract.
Inspired by their work, in the light of the identified trade-off, we augment the
extremely abstract CamSim standard target detection model with a higher degree
of realism, aiming to capitalise on both benefits, low computational expense with
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a higher fidelity of the outcomes. The studied target detection task is related to
a confidence representing the probability of the target being correctly detected in
the right location within the camera’s field of view across an abstract simulation
environment.
The term model we used across this thesis, refers to its general sense; “any ab-
straction of the system and its environment that captures some knowledge and may
be used for reasoning with respect to the system goals” [60].
Throughout this thesis, we propose a novel decomposition method by establish-
ing an intermediate point of representation called Patch Image Proportion, PIP.
Within proposed architecture, PIP is a core element, capturing a ratio of the pixel
density of a patch (i.e. projection of a target on the image sensor of a camera)
to an entire image. PIP decouple the architecture into two partial models, namely
feature abstraction models, represented by f , and detector models, represented by g.
Decoupling is useful in bringing flexibility and modularity within the design of the
model. This empowers practitioners to select the model’s features individually and
independently to their requirements and camera settings. In other words, this de-
composition enables composability of different functionalities required for detection
and tracking in smart camera applications. This, in turn, lifts the limitations im-
posed by models focussing on certain optical properties of specific camera types and
models relying on a particular classifier, i.e. detector. Indeed, the sufficiency of the
selected middle point in undertaking the decomposition process is a vital question
we address throughout this thesis.
Given camera’s pixel density, we investigate the impact of only three physical
parameters, the size of the target, the distance from the camera, and the camera’s
current zoom on the pixel deviation of PIP. The proposed model is purposefully,
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abstract and generic. This helps to support its applicability to a broader range
of applications that face the trade-off between fidelity and corresponding computa-
tional expense. Indeed, in realistic modelling of the target detection, it is necessary
to incorporate more specific environmental and camera factors imposed by real-world
constraints such as camera’s aperture, lens distortion, and lighting.
Further, the implication of our proposed model, high fidelity abstract target detec-
tion model will be explored across a case study from coverage redundancy domain
in smart camera networks.
1.2 Overarching Research Questions
This thesis is concerned with two overarching research questions:
1. Within the development of the target detection model, is the selected interme-
diate point of representation, sufficient to undertake the decomposition? More
specifically, how accurate it is in predicting the detectors outcomes (as the
ground truth across this study)?
2. What is the implication of employing the high fidelity target detection model
on the results of a selected case study? More specifically, what is the implica-
tion of the augmented target detection model on the performance of coverage
approaches when compared to CamSim initial results?
These questions are studied in building an augmented target detection model,
with a higher degree of realism, across an abstract SCN simulation environment.
The first question more specifically is discussed in Chapter 5, where, the sufficiency
of ground truth PIP as an intermediate point of representation is explored in pre-
dicting the outcomes of three detector models (SURF, SIFT, ORB). To explore the
6
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implication of our developed model, we select a case study from coverage redun-
dancy in self-organised smart camera networks. Highlighting that the performance
of coverage approaches are affected by the reliability of target detection results. The
second research question specifically is studied in Chapter 8 of this thesis. Within
the selected case study, the performance of coverage approaches is compared while
employing two different target detection models, i) proposed high fidelity target de-
tection model ii) CamSim standard target detection model and discuss our findings.
1.3 Contributions of the Thesis
The major contributions of this thesis are as follows:
• A novel method for decomposing the modelling of target detection into two
partial models, by establishing an intermdiate representation point. The aim
of this method is to bring flexibility and modularity into the design of the
model. This empowers practitioners to be able to select the model’s features
individually and independently to their requirements and camera settings.
• The description of an intermdiate representation point, PIP, within the decom-
position method. PIP is a core element of the model, capturing a ratio of the
pixel density of a patch (i.e. projection of a target into camera’s image sensor)
to an entire image which undertakes the decoupling role.
• A lab-based image dataset, created using a real camera, with 480 images. The
image dataset is used to establish the ground truth PIP values, as well as to
build three sets of ground truth confidences employing three detector models,
i.e. ORB, SIFT, and SURF.
• An analysis of the sufficiency of the three physical properties, distance from
7
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the camera, size of the target, and camera’s current zoom in predicting ground
truth PIP values.
• A comparison between fidelity of our model’s outcomes, and the results of
standard model of CamSim in approximating the ground truth confidences.
• A case study is selected from the coverage redundancy domain of smart camera
networks to explore the implication of our proposed high fidelity target de-
tection model. Highlighting that the performance of coverage approaches are
affected by the reliability of target detection results. A comparison conducted
across studied models while employing: i) our model, ii) CamSim standard
model. A previously unknown underestimation in the performance of coverage
approaches is determined by employing CamSim’s standard detection model.
It is important to note that this thesis is not investigating the best computer
vision classifier for the task of target detection. Instead, by developing models of
three detectors using three well-established feature extraction methods, we establish
ground truth confidences, to explore the sufficiency of PIP in predicting detector’s
outcomes.
Additionally, in the line of questions distilled in this thesis, three particular types
of objectives are studied as follows.
1. Easy to interpret and implement, meaning that by looking to the mathematical
form of the solution, the relationship between inputs and the outcome become
understandable. While this can ease the debugability of the solution, it also
facilitates the implementation of the model further across simulation environ-
ments.




3. Low computational overhead, which is ideal for a simulator to support run-time
and online computations/applications.
1.4 Overview of the Thesis
The remainder of this thesis is structured as follows. Chapter 2 introduces smart
camera networks and a need for simulation environments to facilitate the design and
prototyping of new objectives. It surveys a list of widely used smart camera network
simulation tools in research. A spectrum is drawn across studied simulators, high-
lighting an important trade-off between the fidelity of simulators outcomes and the
corresponding computational expense. This chapter also introduces fundamental
techniques for feature extraction as will be used to build the three detector models.
Finally, it briefly introduces the coverage redundancy problem in smart camera net-
works as a case study in this thesis. In chapter 3, an architecture of a high fidelity
target detection model is described. The core element of the model is established
and formulated. The process of creating the image dataset using a real camera is de-
scribed. Chapter 4 focuses on the feature abstraction models, represented by f . The
aim is to predict ground truth PIP values, accurately from three physical param-
eters. Three state-of-the-art analytical approaches are used to obtain predictions.
The accuracy of each prediction set is analysed using different evaluation metrics,
and the distribution of the residuals. Chapter 5 focuses on the detector models,
represented by g. By exploring the sufficiency of ground truth PIP in approximat-
ing three detectors outcomes. In this regard, first, three models of detectors are
developed and applied to our image data set to create ground truth confidences.
Next, the sufficiency of PIP in predicting ground truth confidences investigated by
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developing a linear regression. Chapter 6 combines two partial model’s f and g to
be further deployed across the CamSim simulation environment. By exploring the
sufficiency of predicted PIP in approximating the ground truth confidences. Also, it
describes the standard detection model of CamSim and investigates the sufficiency
of its outcomes in approximating the ground truth confidences. Chapter 7 explores
the implication of our high fidelity target detection model using a case study from
coverage redundancy in smart camera networks. Highlighting that the performance
of coverage approaches are affected by the reliability of target detection results.
Given smart cameras are equipped with an adjustable zoom lens, a set of cover-
age approaches reviewed and employed to maximise the redundancy network-wide.
Finally, chapter 8 compares the outcomes of the high fidelity detection model with
the CamSim standard detection model outcomes across studied coverage behaviours
and discusses our findings. Finally, Chapter 8 concludes the thesis by reviewing the





This chapter surveys a list of Smart Camera Networks (SCNs) simulation tools that
have been extensively used in research. A spectrum is drawn across the studied
simulation environments, considering two different perspectives, realism and gen-
eralism. After that, the corresponding computational expense of each simulator is
inferred from its identified degree of realism and generalism. A list of the main
features of smart camera networks that often supported by simulation tools is de-
scribed. According to the number of features that each simulator supports, they are
categorised into three groups, subject-specific, multi-subject, and broad-subject or
holistic. Depending on the level of details in which a simulator reflects real-world
operations, their degree of realism is inferred. An important trade-off is identi-
fied between realistic but computationally expensive simulations and approximate
but computationally cheap simulations. This trade-off opens the possibility for an
alternative to augment abstract simulation tools with a higher degree of realism.
Thereby creating a solution that captures both benefits, low computational expense
with higher fidelity.
The fidelity of proposed models is studied in reflecting three detectors’ outcomes
as ground truth confidences. To build our models of detectors for the purpose of
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this study, this chapter provides an overview of the standard techniques used in the
feature extraction process. A combination of a feature extraction technique with an
efficient distance metric as a (visual) similarity function forms the detector models
for the purpose of this study. Feature extraction is the process of transforming visual
information in the images into feature vectors, and these vectors are then compared
against each other using a standard distance metric as a similarity function.
Finally, to explore the implication of the proposed model, we select a case study
from coverage redundancy domain in smart camera networks. A brief introduction
to this problem is provided with a highlight of the design considerations — a review
of studied approaches provided in Chapter 7 of this thesis.
This chapter proceeds as follows. Section 2.1, first, introduces the smart cameras
in the real world applications and motivates the need for camera network simulation
environments to facilitate design and prototyping of the new models. Next, the
main features that are often supported by existing simulation tools described and
categorised in this section. Finally, a spectrum drawn across the listed SCN simula-
tion tools under two different perspectives. Section 2.2, describes what the detector
models in this study are? And how are they built? It introduces the fundamental
techniques involved in feature extractions. Also, it provides a discussion comparing
these techniques. Along with describing a similarity technique is used for building
the models of detectors. Finally, Section 2.3, introduces the coverage redundancy
problem in smart camera networks. This application domain is selected as a case
study across this thesis. The review of the coverage approaches provided later in
Chapter 7. In Section 2.4, we summarise this chapter.
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2.1 Smart Camera Networks Simulation Tools
Smart cameras are embedded devices able to observe their environment, process the
acquired images on-board, and communicate aggregated information and extracted
knowledge with other devices. By operating in networks, their ability to adapt to
changing conditions makes them robust, flexible, and resilient [132]. These multi-
camera systems create an interdisciplinary field lies at the intersection of Computer
Vision and Sensor Networks, raising research problems in the two fields that need
to be addressed simultaneously [29], [82].
Deployment of large-scale surveillance systems in the real world is a significant
undertaking that often faces several difficulties. It is both cost and time-intensive,
which might even prohibit establishing such a surveillance system from the begin-
ning. Moreover, in some cases, available empirical data is limited due to legal
impediments [131]. To tackle these obstacles, and simulate a wide range of applica-
tion scenarios, smart camera network simulation tools help to facilitate design, and
prototyping of the models to be employed in real-world and have been extensively
used in research [32, 59, 83, 9, 135, 30, 50].
A list of widely used camera network simulators inspired by [91], is surveyed
under two different perspectives, i. degree of realism, and ii. degree of generalism
with definition of each term descibed as follows.
• Degree of Realism refers to the levels of details in which a simulator reflects
real-world operations [81].
• Degree of Generalism refers to the available camera features, i.e. function-
alities supported by the simulator. This includes a range from subject-specific
simulators which focus on a particular feature of camera networks, to a holistic
13
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simulator which provides support across a wide range of key features.
2.1.1 Supported Features
The main features supported by the existing smart camera network simulation tools
are divided into four classes within this study as follows.
i. Computer Vision features, refers to a list of image processing techniques,
e.g. face recognition, pedestrian detection, and tracking supported by a simulator
using both real-world and synthetic datasets [117].
ii. Network Protocols features, concerns with evaluating the networking as-
pect of the SCNs, where several cameras communicating with each other via single
hop or multiple hops. By focusing on deep network protocols, it supports protocols
such as routing, TCP/IP, and multi-casting, across both wired/wireless communi-
cation platforms [121].
iii. Communication-Control features, simulators often support different
communication techniques for data exchange among cameras. Either they are having
direct communication, i.e. unsynchronised and instantaneous without accounting for
realistic problems,(e.g. transceiver-related collisions of data packets) or supporting
realistic communication channels. For controlling, they often support either tracking
hand-off of objects over multiple cameras [78, 48], or proactive controlling [108].
iv. Resource Management features, assuming cost-free data exchange or
unlimited bandwidth or memory resources considered in some SCNs tools is ideal
(not realistic). However, to reflect real-world SCNs operation, it is necessary for
simulators to consider the constraints imposed by resource-limited platforms (e.g.
battery-powered cameras). Thus, resource management feature usually supports
power-consumption models for SCN hardwares [91].
14
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Figure 2.1: An illustration of a spectrum across a list of surveyed camera network simulation
tools. Simulators organised according to two different perspectives including degree of realism,
and degree of generalism
A summary of these simulators with the main features they support, demon-
strated in Table 2.1.
2.1.2 Subject-Specific to multi-Subject Simulators
First, we review a set of available simulators with subject-specific to multi-subject de-
gree of generalism. As described, these simulators often focus on testing/evaluating
a particular or limited feature/s of camera networks while keeping other features
abstract. Indeed, abstracting the details of other features results in incorporating
fewer properties of realism in reflecting real-world operations compared to broad-
subject simulations. Then, we move on towards more broader simulators focusing
on realistic camera networking, supporting a more comprehensive range of key fea-
tures in camera networks. Finally, according to the level of generalism and realism
is supported, we further infer the corresponding computational overhead of these
simulation tools.
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The Object Video Virtual Video (OVVV) [114], is a deep computer vision simu-
lation which use highly realistic, i.e. life-like virtual 3D scenes to emulate real-world
operations. It operates on a commercial game engine to generate synthetic images
of virtual scenes [46]. To increase the fidelity of the outcomes, they model some
real video noise such as pixel noise, video ghosting(e.g. [116]) and employ them to
synthetic video streams. It also supports a wide range of camera platforms including
fixed, mobile, aerial. To support performance evaluation, it also generates automatic
ground truth for each frame, including target centroids. However, by focusing on
computer vision algorithms, the other features of a camera network mostly remain
abstract or details of them is not provided, e.g. networking protocols. Furthermore,
due to incorporating a large number of properties of realism, creating a new scenario
is not straightforward and often requires to define an extensive amount of physical
properties such as static objects, adding controls to define their behaviours, artificial
lights, shadows.
In the context of subject-specific simulators, the Visual Sensor Network Simulator
(VSNSim) [97] is another example; it focuses on coordination and control strategies
in camera networks supporting only static camera platforms. Further, the extended
version of the simulator [39] is released, which supports mobile camera platforms
as well. The functionality of both tools is focused on the implementation of coor-
dination and control algorithms such as market-based approach [30] while keeping
details of other features such as networking protocols, image processing algorithms
abstract. CamSim simulator [28] has got an abstract 2D environment with simulat-
ing moving targets as mobile points (e.g. vertices of a grid) in the field. Its main
focus is on the development of collaborative algorithms to facilitate implementation
and testing of distributed algorithms for self-adaptation and self-organisation of the
17
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network. The simulator is also extendable to support the implementation of more
sophisticated online learning applications (e.g. task exchange approaches) result in
dynamic adaptation during runtime [58].
An extension to CamSim simulation tool is proposed in this work, for the task of
target detection called Hi-Fi CamSim (High Fidelity CamSim) across this spectrum.
While the proposed target detection approach retains the extendability and flexibil-
ity of original CamSim, it aims to improve the fidelity of the outcomes in reflecting
real-world results. To achieve this, we incorporate a few more properties of realism,
Euclidean distance of the target from the camera, camera’s current zoom.
The Wireless Video Sensor Network (WVSN) [80] is another example of multi-
subject simulator based on OMNeT++ platform [121]. Assuming cameras with a
limited field of view, it focuses both on the area (k)coverage algorithms and efficient
scheduling of visual sensors to reduce energy consumption. Assuming a mission-
critical surveillance application, they considered a static 2D scene within objects as
moving points, and the visual coverage of the scene is provided through 2D images
(rather than video streams). Moreover, by assuming an ideal direct communication
among camera neighbours, the realistic channel problems are relaxed across this
simulator.
So far, we reviewed a set of subject-specific and multi-subject camera network
simulators, focussing on a particular or limited feature/s of camera networks. On
the one hand, keeping details of other features of camera networks abstract results
in incorporating fewer properties of realism. It can be inferred that these simulators
often come with low computational overhead. This motivates a generation of new
scenarios and testing a new hypothesis. Also, the extension of the functionalities
of these simulators to a practitioner’s requirement is often not difficult. Although,
18
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an exception of this statement is found in the OVVV simulator. Due to support-
ing realistic models for computer vision analysis, it is resource-intensive. Thereby,
we infer the corresponding computational overload can be higher than other stud-
ied multi-subject tools. Moreover, due to bundle-package nature of this simulator,
designing new scenarios is not straightforward and can come at extra cost.
On the other hand, they often lack realistic models for other camera features,
such as camera resources, communication channels, which makes it challenging to
implement and test our approaches under realistic networking conditions. This
motivates to study more broader simulators, supporting realistic models across a
wide range of SCN key features.
2.1.3 Broad-Subjects or Holistic Simulators
While alleviation of the real operating environment of camera networks allows for
quick development and testing of distributed/collaborative algorithms, real-world
SCNs need to account for a range of constraints imposed by resource-limited plat-
forms. Hence, to predict the performance of the models under realistic conditions,
a set of more sophisticated simulator developed. Often the aim is to represent a
specific phenomenon in the real world while taking real camera networks constraints
into account. This achieved by providing realistic models to support key func-
tionalities/features of camera networks. In this context, the Mobile Multi-media
Wireless Sensor Network (M3WSN) [85] simulator, which is based on OMNeT++
and Castalia frameworks developed to supports video transmission, control and veri-
fication in a set of mobile and fixed scenarios. By offering a variety of functionalities
such as real-video processing, real communication channel models, resource man-
agement, and networking protocols, this environment becomes a network-oriented,
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i.e. holistic simulator for smart camera researchers. The simulator supports a wide
scope of IoT (Internet of Things), and smart cities applications that require vi-
sual and audio information, e.g. traffic monitoring, personal health care. It also
offers some performance evaluation metrics for multimedia transmissions such as
QoE (Quality of Experience), MOS (Mean Opinion Scores) to emulate the real-
world operations. However, these evaluation metrics are not offered in other studied
frameworks. Within the real-video transmission, the simulator also supports object
detection and movement.
In the context of virtual vision simulators with slightly broader features support,
Starzyk et al. presented a Software Laboratory for Camera Networks Research
(SLCNR) [109] simulation environment, built on top of a game engine (Panda3D).
Virtual cameras deployed in virtual environments generate synthetic video feeds
from the scene that is fed into a vision processing module. A focus of this simula-
tor is on target, i.e. pedestrian detection and tracking algorithms while supporting
advanced rendering effects including shadows, lightening, and transparency for syn-
thetic video streams. The simulator also implemented a range of communication
strategies supporting inter-camera communications among the cameras, and hand-
off using a synchronisation module.
The architecture of the simulator is described as a collection of modules that
can communicate with each other over the network. Hence, the simulator can be
deployed across a network of machines to support more significant scenarios (with
a large number of virtual cameras) or more complex scenes.
While a direct relationship between the degree of realism and generalism identified
across the studied simulation environment as it is illustrated in Figure 2.1, it is
inferred from these categories that there is an inverse relation between them and
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the computational overload of simulators.
Another example of a holistic simulator is the WiSE-Mnet++ [92] simulation
environment, developed to support a variety of key features of smart camera plat-
forms utilising both real-world and synthetic videos. To model energy consumption,
each camera node operates with three-state duty cycles (active, idle, and sleep)
model [93], each of which can be selected upon demand, e.g. when a processor
is required to complete a task. While it supports direct communication for data
exchange among cameras, using Castalia framework [11], it also supports realis-
tic communications, e.g.transceiver models, and channel models. By extending the
functionality of the sensing module, the simulator further supports real-world videos
as well as synthetic videos generated via game engines.
Given broad-subject simulators, with a higher degree of realism, it is inferred
that the coressponding computational overhead of these simulators would be higher
than subject-specific tools. While, having more realistic, broad-subject simulators
improve the accuracy and fidelity of the outcomes, As the size of the network grows,
the computational overhead increases noticeably in a way that it can not be run on
one machine with given hardware resources.
An instance of this case can be found in Virtual Vision Simulator, (VVS) [82].
A particular focus is to emulate the real-world surveillance system in a virtual 3D
scene by including realistic models for cameras, video processing, and pedestrian
tracking parts. Even though the simulator is categorised as a multi-subject class,
due to incorporating a high amount of realism properties, the simulator only can
scale to a network with a maximum size of 16 cameras to be able to run on a
single machine with given hardware resources. Although, this problem is tackled
later in their following work [109], by distributing the computational load across
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multiple machines rather than one machine. However, the proposed solution is not
cost-efficient.
2.1.4 The Trade-off between Fidelity and Computational Expense
So far, we studied different functionalities of some widely used SCN simulation tools
according to their degree of realism and degree of generalism. It was found that in-
creasing the degree of realism and generalism in SCN simulators often leads to higher
computational overhead. While using the realistic models can improve the accuracy
and fidelity of the outcomes in reflecting real-world operations, incorporating many
realism properties can make simulation tools cumbersome and slow. For an stan-
dard use case this could vary e.g. taking up to three times slower than abstract one.
On the other side, using abstract models with low computational expense allows for
the development of new theories with the results easy to interpret. However, due to
the simplified nature of these models, which remove details and hence can introduce
errors, the outcomes can be imprecise and have room for improvement in terms of
their fidelity.
There is a trade-off between abstract simulators with approximate models, and
thereby, low computational overhead, and more realistic simulators with more real-
istic models, thus, high computational overhead.
Although, fidelity is the degree of similarity between the simulation and reality,
it is critical to have a detailed and precise capability to measure that fidelity. In
terms of fidelity quantification, there are several types of metrics available [61]. Ob-
jective measurement of simulation fidelity is a metric that attempts to compare the
simulated objects/tasks with the corresponding referent or real-world environment.
Due to the scope of this work, where only a few number of physical parameters (i.e.
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properties of realism) incorporated, we apply the objective measurment to quan-
tify the fidelity. A review of mathematical models on fidelity measurements can be
found in [98]. In this way, fidelity is measured by a binary scoring system. Sim-
ulation conditions are evaluated by either 0 or 1, with 0 meaning that simulation
does not duplicate the real-world conditions, and 1 indicating that the simulation
does reproduce the real-world conditions. Simply, averaging those ratings together
provides an assessment of the overall fidelity. It is important to note that there are
several factors that affect the computational complexity of these simulations, e.g.
the optimisation algorithms utilised, the number of inputs/properties of realism in-
corporated, and/or the number of nested loops. However, for an standard use case,
there is limited information available in the literature for quantifying the actual com-
putational complexity. The corresponding computational expense of simulations is
then inferred according to their degree of realism and generalism.
2.2 Detector Models for Target Detection
This section is an introduction to general feature extraction techniques for the task
of target detection. Within this thesis, target detection is considered as a clas-
sification task [113], where the posterior probability of similarity returned by the
classifier/detector is interpreted as the camera’s confidence of correct identification.
Then the location of the object is selected based on the density of re-identified
features.
Feature extraction methods that studied in this work are reviewed in Chapter 5.
A combination of a feature extraction method with a visual similarity technique (i.e.
Euclidean distance metric) form a detector model for our study.
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2.2.1 Feature Extraction
Feature extraction refers to the process of transforming visual information in images
into compact vectors, known as features, i.e. descriptors. In this way, it is desired
that the visual features be fairly invariant to scaling, rotation, and illumination
changes [34].
Feature extraction methods can be divided into three main classes. Methods
based on local features which detect the interesting regions of each image and de-
scribe the local information of them into features (i.e. visual vectors) using human-
engineered techniques. To represent the visual information in a more compact way,
global features aggregate local visual information into a single image representation.
Finally, deep features that are based on convolutional neural networks.
Local Features
To identify the similarities between two images using local features, first, relevant
patches, i.e. interesting regions of a given image is identified. Then, its visual content
is transformed into features, i.e. descriptor vectors. Second, features (relevant
patches) are compared against each other to find a common pattern within different
images [66]. To have a more robust comparison between features, these methods rely
on practitioner’s expertise such as edge detection, and corner detection algorithms
to describe the visual content of relevant patches into invariant features.
For the purpose of this study, we selected lthree ocal feature methods, i.e. SIFT
(Scale Invariant Image Transform) [62], SURF (Speeded Up Robust Feature) [6],
and ORB (Oriented FAST and Robust BRIEF) [88]. The details of them will be
reviewed later in Chapter 5 of this thesis.
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Global Features
Within local feature methods, each image may contain a significant amount of inter-
esting regions, which increase memory requirements. To reduce the memory require-
ment of local features across large image datasets, global features aggregate multiple
local features into one single global vector such as bag-of-words (BOW) [103].
Deep Features
Deep features are visual representations of an image obtained from Convolutional
Neural Networks (CNN). CNN’s architecture typically consists of an input layer,
which processes input images, an output layer, which provides the output results,
and some hidden layers (i.e. known as nodes or neurons) in between. Each hidden
layer takes the output of the previous layer and makes some transformation and
forwards the new data to the next layer. In this way, the learning is performed by
computing the prediction error (between the outputs of the CCN and the expected
results) and backpropagating it to the network to improve the accuracy of the out-
comes.
Although, CNNs are powerful techniques that have pushed the boundaries of
what is possible in many computer vision domains, e.g. image recognition, image
classification, speech recognition, however, there are some considerations need to be
taken into account. A complete list of ldeep feature’s imitations reviewed in [63].
Deep features are learnt directly from observations of the high-resolution input
images (i.e. training set). Meaning that these features are specific to the training
set. Therefore, special care must be taken in the selection and size of the training
dataset to ensure it performs well with new images (different from the training set).
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This type of generalisation, also referred to as extrapolation, which requires going
beyond a space of known training examples [64]. While applying limited training
dataset, may result in the risk of overfitting to the training data, thereby, not to
generalise for the task at hand [77], having a huge training sets requires substantial
computational power during the training phase.
Meanwhile, in the context of generalism, local features such as SIFT algorithm
benefits from being general, and not class-specific, meaning that they perform the
same for any given images [77]. This empowers these methods to be used in appli-
cations such as image-stitching, 3D recognition, where CNNs yet perform poorly.
Local feature methods have full transparency, where one can judge whether the
solution will work outside the training set. Although they require a practitioner’s
knowledge in extracting features, if a solution fails, the parameters can be easily
adjusted to perform well across a broad range of images. However, due to black
box nature of neural networks, the relative opacity, where the contribution of each
hidden layer in a complex network is not clear, is still unsolved. In contrast to local
features, with CNNs, manually tweaking of the model’s parameters would be too
difficult.
Furthermore, there are some emerging application domains in computer vision
such as 3D vision, panoramic stitching, 360  cameras, that CNNs are not yet well-
established.
A broad comparison between local feature methods, (i.e. referred to as traditional
computer vision), and deep feature methods,( i.e. referred to as deep learning)
provided in their recent work [77].
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2.2.2 Visual Similarity
To compare how alike are two features from two different images, a similarity func-
tion is evaluated between their descriptors. With this study, we consider a standard
Euclidean distance metric as a similarity function, which is easy and fast to imple-
ment. In this way, assuming x, and y as two features, the similarity between them





In this way, the smaller the distance is, the more similar the two vectors are.
A more complete review on visual similarity metric learning approaches can be
found in [19].
In this thesis, we use local feature methods as feature extraction part and combine
it with a standard distance metric (i.e. Euclidean distance) as a visual similarity
technique to build up three models of detectors termed as detector models.
2.3 Coverage Redundancy
A case study is selected from coverage redundancy problem, formalised as k-coverage,
in SCNs, to explore the implication of our proposed high fidelity abstract target de-
tection model. This section provides an introduction to coverage redundancy prob-
lem in camera networks and a review of some proposed approaches to either ensure
the specific level of redundancy or maximise it across the network.
Coverage redundancy problems concern with covering a region of interest, i.e.
target with at least k cameras at any given time. The provided redundancy is vital
for fault tolerance and the acquisition of multiple perspectives of targets across the
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network. Given cameras are equipped with an adjustable zoom lens, we studied the
impact of off-line, on-line, and on-line (reinforcement) learning-based approaches
on the improvement of redundancy across all targets network-wide. The details of
studied approaches, along with the obtained results, are described in Chapter 6 of
this thesis.
2.3.1 Design Factors
In general, for coverage problems in camera networks, there are some design factors
that need to be taken into account as follows.
• Coverage type. In general, the coverage problem in camera networks can be
classified into three main types; point (object) coverage, area coverage, and
barrier coverage [128]. Within the case study of this thesis, we are interested
in the point coverage problems in an abstract camera network simulation envi-
ronment, where objects are often modelled as a set of discrete points within a
surveillance field.
• Deployment strategy. Deployment methods usually concern with how a
cameras network is constructed. Generally, these methods lay across two
main classes. Deterministic camera placement, which can be ideal for small
to medium size scenarios. Random deployment, which often applied to the
larger networks with more than one hundred cameras, or in the case of hostile
environments.
• Degree of coverage. In point coverage problems, the degree of coverage
describes the number of cameras covering a specific point, i.e. region of interest.
• Modelling Objects Movement Pattern. The term, movement pattern can
be attributed to high-level process knowledge derived from low-level trajec-
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tory data as stated in [57]. The termtrajectory or pattern itself, refers to the
representation of a point object’s movement as described in [41]. Within the
surveillance field, objects can adopt different mobility patterns, such as flocking
movement pattern, scripted movement pattern, uniform movement pattern.
In our selected case study, the type of coverage is point coverage, i.e. target
coverage, where all targets in the networks can take different mobility patterns. The
deployment strategy is deterministic with three different camera layouts described
in Chapter 7. The particular concern is to cover each target with as many cameras
as possible. Therefore there is not a certain degree of coverage is defined in our
problem; instead, we focus on achieving the highest possible level of k-coverage
across the network.
2.3.2 A Review of Coverage Redundancy Approaches
While surveillance is still an important aspect of smart camera networks, other
application areas have also emerged. (k-) coverage optimisation is one important
application of smart camera networks. Besides coverage optimisation smart camera
networks can follow goals such as object tracking and recognition, optimal place-
ment of cameras in the field which are not in the scope of this thesis. Typically in
k-coverage problems, a desired fixed value of k is used, and the challenge is to ensure
that at least k sensors cover all objects with sufficient confidence. To ensure a cer-
tain level of coverage, k across the network all time, some researchers translate the
k-coverage problem to a SET-COVER problem [44], [1], [17]. Thereby, the prob-
lem is to determine the minimal set of active visual sensors that provide required
k-coverage in the network through a central controlling system. However, since the
problem modelled as an optimisation problem which is proven to be NP-hard [35],
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a set of approximation algorithms proposed to solve the SET-COVER problem [17].
With a slightly different perspective to the problem, Huang et al. [47] study the
k-coverage problem as a decision-making problem in sensor networks. Their work
aims to evaluate for a given k whether the sensor network is k-covered. This was
studied by exploring the perimeter coverage of the visual sensors, considering both
fixed and adjustable sensing ranges. The authors claim that the whole area is k-
covered if each sensor in the network is k-perimeter covered. In their recent work,
Esterle and Lewis [27] investigate k-coverage on an object level. Where the goal is
to coordinate a set of mobile cameras with a directed field of view to maximise the
number of targets for which the network achieves k-covered, over time.
In our case study in Chapter 7, the main concern for each directional camera is
to determine an appropriate zoom in a way the coverage redundancy is maximised
across all available mobile targets network-wide. Generally, the performance of a
coverage strategy is highly influenced by the level of detail captured by a camera.
Thereby, the high fidelity target detection model developed and analysed across this
thesis becomes a fundamental requirement for this application in correctly detecting
a target within a camera’s FoV prior to performing coverage strategies.
2.4 Summary and Conclusions
This chapter first provided a survey across a set of smart camera simulation envi-
ronments. The simulators are studied under two different perspectives; the degree
of realism, and degree of generalism, from which the computational overhead of
each simulator is inferred. An important trade-off was identified between accurate
but computationally expensive simulation environment and approximate but com-
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putationally cheap simulations. At one end of the spectrum, Figure 2.1, realistic
models aim to represent a particular phenomenon in the real-world, while taking
many properties of realism into account. At the other end of the spectrum, simple
and abstract models supporting limited features by capturing a limited number of
real-world properties within an abstract environment.
The identified trade-off opens the possibility for an alternative to augment ab-
stract simulation tools with a higher degree of realism. Thereby, creating a solution
that captures both benefits, low computational expense with higher fidelity in re-
flecting real-world outcomes.
To achieve this we augment CamSim simulation environment as an abstract SCN
simulation tool with a high fidelity target detection model, and further, explore the
implication of the employed new model across a case study from coverage redundancy
application of smart camera networks.
In the context of building detector models as ground truth for our further eval-
uations, the chapter provided an introduction to feature extraction techniques, by
dividing them to three main classes. Although convolutional neural networks were
powerful techniques that pushed the boundaries forward in many fields of computer
vision, however, there was still some limitation with these techniques that need to
be taken into account. Furthermore, there are some emerging application domains
in computer vision such as panoramic imaging, a 3D vision that CNNs can be sup-
plemented by other techniques, while local features are well-established.
Thus, we select three local feature methods (with details reviewed in Chapter 5)
for feature extraction part and combine them with a brute-force search with an
efficient Euclidean distance metric to form our three detector models. Since these
detectors later in chapter 5 will be applied across our lab-based image dataset, their
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outcomes are considered as ground truth for our study.
Finally, a case study is selected from coverage redundancy domain in smart cam-
era networks to explore the implication of our proposed model. Highlighting the
importance of having reliable target detection results as a prerequisite to coverage
redundancy applications. The chapter provided a brief introduction to the cover-
age redundancy problem in smart camera networks. A review of studied coverage







Abstract Target Detection Model
In this chapter, the architecture of a high fidelity abstract model of target detection
is established and described. Target detection task studied in this thesis is related
to confidence representing the probability of the target being correctly detected
in the right location within the camera’s field of view in an abstract simulation
environment. As described in Chapter 1, the abstract simulation environments
often ignore the details of the scene by simply modelling targets as moving points
(e.g. vertices of a grid) across a surveillance field. We aim to produce an accurate
estimation of detection, incorporating only a small number of physical properties,
capitalising on both benefits, low computational overhead and high fidelity of the
outcomes in reflecting the real-world results.
To achieve this, we propose a novel architecture in this chapter, by introducing an
intermediate point of representation, called Patch Image Proportion, PIP. Within
the architecture, PIP is a core element, capturing a ratio of the pixel density of a
patch (i.e. projection of a target on the image sensor of a camera) to an entire image.
PIP decouples the architecture into two partial models as depicted in Figure 3.1.
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Figure 3.1: An architecture of a high fidelity abstract target detection model. Each box in the
diagram represents a set of available properties and the connecting arrows in between represent
functions that approximate models of mapping input data to output data. PIP, as an
intermediate point of representation, decouples the architecture to feature abstraction models,
represented by f and detector models, represented by g.
The feature abstraction models, represented by the function f , explicitly focuses
on predicting the ground truth PIP using three physical parameters, size of the
target, distance from the camera, and camera’s current zoom. The detector models
represented by g, mainly focused on evaluating the sufficiency of PIP — both ground
truth and predicted — in building high fidelity models of three selected classifiers,
also termed as detectors.
Decoupling the architecture brings some crucial benefits to the design of the
model. It allows for significant flexibility and modularity in the design, which em-
powers practitioners to be able to select the model’s features individually and inde-
pendently to their requirements and camera settings. Furthermore, the modularity
in the design of the model facilitates the extension of the model’s functionalities for
further network requirements.
In other words, this decomposition enables composability of different function-
alities required for detection and tracking in smart camera applications. This, in
turn, lifts the limitations imposed by models focussing on certain optical proper-
ties of specific camera types and models relying on specific tracking and detection
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algorithms, e.g. a particular classifier.
These benefits, however, come at the cost of adding an extra layer of prediction
errors to the outcomes of the model. Impacts of these extra errors on the fidelity of
the predictions will be analysed in the next three chapters of this thesis.
In decoupling the architecture, it is important to ask is PIP, as an interme-
diate point of representation, sufficient to undertake the decomposition?
Throughout this thesis, the sufficiency of PIP is explored in building high fidelity
models of three selected detectors’ outcomes as ground truth confidences.
In Section 3.1, we first highlight the need for augmented abstract simulation tools
to capitalise on both benefits, low computational expense with higher fidelity in re-
flecting real-world outcomes. In Section 3.2, we describe the studied target detection
task within camera network simulation environments together with camera network
terminology. An insight into the imaging geometry of the profiling experiments along
with a model of a camera’s field of view is described and formalised in section 3.3.
Section 3.4 includes the architecture of a high fidelity abstract model, and a set of
four follow on research questions raised from this architecture. In Section 3.5 we de-
scribe our profiling experiments conducted with a real camera to establish a ground
truth PIP for further statistical analysis, and finally, in Section 3.6, we summarise
the findings of this chapter.
This chapter provides both an introduction to the problem and a theoretical
underpinning for the results presented later in the thesis.
3.1 Motivation
Existing camera network simulation tools often reflect real-world information in dif-
ferent ways. As described earlier in Chapter 2, at one end of the spectrum, complex
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models aim to represent a particular phenomenon in the real-world, while taking
many properties of realism into account. At the other end of the spectrum (e.g.,
Figure 2.1), simple and abstract models only capture a limited number of real-world
properties within an abstract environment [14]. While using the complex models
can improve the accuracy and fidelity of the outcomes in the sense of resembling
real-world operations, incorporating many realism properties can make simulations
of the environment cumbersome and slow.
On the other hand, using abstract models allows for development and verification
of new theories with easy to interpret results. However, due to the simplified nature
of these abstract models, details are removed. Hence, errors are introduced, which
can lead to imprecise outcomes and room for improvement in terms of their fidelity.
In general, it is not clear what impact the creation of such simplified abstract models
has on the ability of the simulator to capture real-world behaviour. This unclear
impact is also a general open concern in agent-based modelling [36]. This gives rise
to an important trade-off between realistic but computationally expensive simula-
tions and approximate but computationally cheap simulations. This trade-off opens
the possibility for an alternative to augment abstract simulation tools with a higher
degree of realism. It is thereby creating solutions that capture both benefits, the low
computational expense with higher fidelity. This study incorporates three physical
parameters, as properties of realism, for target detection estimation task within the
abstract simulation environment, CamSim.
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3.2 An Introduction to the High Fidelity Abstract Model
The studied target detection task is related to a confidence representing the prob-
ability of the target being correctly detected in the right location within the field
of view of the camera. In general, target detection is a classification task [113],
where the posterior probability returned by the classifier is interpreted as the cam-
era’s confidence of correct identification. However, the idea behind developing a
high fidelity abstract target detection model is to estimate this probability across
abstract simulation environments accurately. Indeed, incorporating more properties
of realism such as lens distortions, camera’s aperture, environmental lighting leads
to have more realistic models. However, in this thesis, we are not aiming to reflect
a particular phenomenon of the real world by incorporating many properties of re-
alism. Hence, produce a realistic target detection model. Instead, by isolating the
model to a small number of relative physical parameters aim to produce accurate
estimations, while keeping the computational expenses low and improve the fidelity
of the outcomes.
3.2.1 Preliminaries
In this work, we consider the terminology proposed by Greenleaf [38], e.g. focal
length, and angle of view.
The Focal Length (fl) refers to the distance between the lens and the focal point.
In turn, the focal point is the point at which the parallel light rays converge to form
a sharp image of an object observed through the convex lens.
The Angle of View (AoV) of a camera describes the amount of a given scene that
is captured by the respective camera. To compute the angle of view we utilise the
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camera’s focal length fl and the dimensions of the image sensor resi.
The term target within the real-world, refers to a generalised form, including
human-made objects (e.g. vehicles, toys, buildings) that have sharp boundaries and
are independent of background environment [20].
However, the definition of the terms target and focal length within the abstract
simulation environment, CamSim are slightly different. Within CamSim, for sim-
plicity, details of targets are ignored, i.e. as vertices of a gride with a unique radius.
Within other abstract environments, the details could be ignored by using a bound-
ing box with the edge of q, which denotes the region of interest.
The term focal length is interpreted as the optical zoom in the real-world op-
erations. Assuming cameras are equipped with an adjustable zoom lens, within
CamSim, the camera’s current zoom corresponds to the radius of its FoV (i.e. ri as
defined in Equation 3.2).
Assuming a directional camera ci with a given image sensor resolution of resi,
the physical properties of our target detection model include the camera’s current
zoom, z, the size of the region of interest, i.e. a target, q, the distance between the
camera and the object, d. These physical properties are inspired by 2D modelling a
camera’s FoV within CamSim environment as described in the next section.
We call the projection of the target inside a camera’s FoV to the camera’s image
sensor, a patch and its resolution is denoted by resj. resj expresses a pixel count
of that particular patch on the image plane. A pixel is defined as the size of the
smallest, clearly observable object with distinct boundaries.
The proportion of image sensor surface, resi that is occupied by the patch sur-
face resj, is called PIP and simply defined as the ratio of resjresi . In this study, the
PIP metric, capturing a ratio of the pixel density of a patch to an entire image is
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a core element. It is an intermediate point of representation across our proposed
architecture, which decouples the architecture into two partial models.
3.3 Camera’s Field of View
Each camera ci has its own FoV modelled as a circular sector representing the
portion of the environment observed by that camera [2]. A visualisation of the
imaging geometry of our profiling experiments in a three-dimensional environment
and a two-dimensional modelling of a camera’s FoV is illustrated in Figure 3.2.
In general, the camera’s current zoom has an important impact on the total
number of acquired pixels on the target. While the total number of pixels for an
entire image acquired by the camera stays the same, using a narrow zoom, i.e.,
zooming in, leads to having relatively high pixel count across the target region
compared to the covered area. The pixel count, in turn, drops when zooming out
and hence widening the angle of view. Across the simulation, we assume all cameras
to be mounted at the same height, allowing us to simplify the model for further
analysis in two dimensions only.
Thus, a camera’s FoV with regard to the fixed reference point on the object plane
is determined by its angle-of-view ↵i and the range ri representing the depth of the
camera view in the 2D modelling of the FoV. The angle of view of a camera ↵i at a
given discrete time interval of t is defined by
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At the same time the range of FoV ri is defined by




Where, hi refers to the distance of a camera from the object plane.
(a) 3D (b) 2D
Figure 3.2: Figure(a), an illustration of the imaging geometry of the lab-based experiments using
a real camera in a 3D environment. The image plane demonstrates the projection of the patch on
the surface of the image sensor from a front view. The object plane refers to the standard
coordinate system on which objects move, e.g. ground. Figure(b), a 2D modelling of a circular
sector of a cameras FoV within a simulation environment. an arbitrary object inside
Across the simulation, CamSim, each object oj on the object plane/surveillance
field, (i.e. a common coordinate system), has a location ~oj = (xj, yj) and moves in
straight vector with a constant velocity ~vj all time.
~oj(t+ 1) = ~oj(t) + ~vj (3.3)
As shown in Figure 3.2)(b), for simplicity, the appearance details of an arbitrary
object are abstracted by adding a bounding box around it. The distance between
the target and the camera is considered as Euclidean distance metric, which is
demonstrated as di,j in Figure 3.2(b).
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3.4 Architecture of the Model
Within abstract simulation environments, the important question is, how to estimate
the probability of correctly detecting a target within a camera’s FoV. To answer
this question, we develop a high fidelity target detection model that captures both
benefits, i.e. low computational expense with a higher fidelity of predictions.
Here, we establish and describe an architecture of a high fidelity abstract model
of target detection using only a limited set of physical properties as inputs to the
model. A visualisation of foundation components of the model’s architecture is illus-
trated in Figure 3.1. Each box in the diagram represents a set of available proper-
ties and the connecting arrows in between representing functions that approximate
models of mapping input data to output data. Within this architecture, there is a
PIP component as an intermediate point of representation of the architecture. This
point, decouples the architecture into two partial models, namely feature abstrac-
tion models, and detector models. As shown under each arrow of the Figure 3.1,
decomposing different camera settings from a variety of computer vision classifiers
(as shown, local features, deep features) brings significant flexibility and modularity
in the design of the model. As described earlier in this chapter, this flexibility then
empowers practitioners to swap these features individually and independently to
their requirements and camera settings.
Before exploring a solution space in our approach, we take a closer look at the
individual components of the model as illustrated in Figure 3.1:
• Physical Properties component is comprised of a set of inputs to the diagram
including the target size, distance to the camera, the camera’s zoom.
• PIP component, is Patch Image Proportion, is a core element in our approach,
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capturing a ratio of the pixel density of a patch to an entire image.
• f, Feature Abstraction Models are the approximation models that predict
ground truth PIP values from physical properties (q,d, and z). Where the aim
is to compress the properties of three inputs into only one output, PIP.
• g, Detector Models, is a set of three detector models for each of ORB, SIFT,
SURF i.e. feature-extraction techniques.
• Predicted Confidence component is a combination of f and g two partial
models that forms the high fidelity abstract model of target detection to be
deployed across the CamSim.
We can, therefore, distil the follow on research questions that we aim to answer
in the next three chapters of this thesis as follows:
• i. Does any correlation exist between physical parameters as a set of indepen-
dent variables and ground truth PIP as a dependent variable?
• If, the answer to the question is positive, ii. How well can physical parameters
approximate the empirically verified PIP value?
• iii. Does any linear correlation exist between both ground truth and predicted
PIP (produced by f) with each set of ground truth confidences?
• iv. Is PIP sufficient in building high fidelity models of detector’s outcomes (i.e.
ground truth confidences)?
3.4.1 Feature Abstraction Models, f
To address the first two research questions i and ii above, we propose the first
part of the architecture. Given the ground truth PIP (obtained from the lab-based
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Figure 3.3: Block diagram of a process of predicting (ground truth) PIP using three physical
properties, (z, d, q). Three main regression methods studied here; namely, Support Vector
Regression, Symbolic Regression, and Multi-linear Regression will be replaced with the regression
method box.
experiments described In Section 3.5), we first focus on the development of a set
of approximation functions, called f . With f , we aim to accurately predict ground
truth PIP values using three predictors known as physical properties. To achieve
this, a set of three state-of-the-art regression methods were applied on the data set,
aiming to map the physical properties box to the (ground truth) PIP box.
A visualisation of the approximation process, given three physical parameters,
is shown in Figure 3.3. Throughout Chapter 4, the performance of each regres-
sion method with more details on the accuracy of the predictions will be analysed
and described. The whole process is termed as feature abstraction, since it ab-
stracts/compacts three input features into one output feature, PIP.
3.4.2 Detector Models, g
We investigate the sufficiency of PIP — both the ground truth and predicted —
(obtained from f), in reflecting/predicting the detectors outcomes, i.e. ground truth
confidences in the second part, represented by g. To achieve this, first, we develop
three models of detectors, i.e. ORB, SIFT, and SURF. This includes selecting a
feature extraction method and combine it with a visual similarity function (i.e. a
brute-force search with an efficient evaluation of the Euclidean distance). Next, we
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Figure 3.4: Block diagram of a process of obtaining the ground truth confidence as a probability
of detecting an object; namely, a template image across the entire target image. The detectors
run on pure images captured by a real camera at lab environment. Thereby, the outcomes of the
process produce the ground truth confidences.
Figure 3.5: A Block diagram is demonstrating the process of obtaining predicted confidence
values from predicted PIP (obtained from f partial models). An ordinary linear regression
developed between predicted PIP values as an independent variable and each set of ground truth
confidences as a dependent variable.
apply them on our image data set, to produce ground truth confidence values as
depicted in Figure 3.4.
We first investigate the sufficiency of the ground truth PIP, in reflecting three sets
of ground truth confidences. This investigation is useful when the high-quality real
or synthetic images of the scene are available. For the case of abstract simulators,
where the high-quality images of the scene are not available, we explore sufficiency
of predicted PIP in approximating the ground truth confidences.
A combination of f and g is deployed across the CamSim abstract simulator as a
high fidelity abstract model of target detection. A visualisation of the partial model
g is depicted in Figure 3.5.
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3.5 Impact of Physical Properties
In this section, with a particular focus on the first part of the architecture (Fig-
ure 3.1), we establish the ground truth PIP to explore the impact of physical prop-
erties. To achieve this, we conduct a set of profiling experiments with a real camera
in a lab environment. Across our experiments, we use eight distinct objects with
varying sizes q, at the range of [0.66m 0.10m], each of which forms a different size of
the patch. The camera is equipped with six discrete optical zooms to correspond to
6 varying focal lengths in the range of [10mm, 15mm, 24mm, 50mm, 70mm, 85mm].
The camera used across all our experiments is Canon EOS 7D, including a CMOS
colour image sensor with the size of 22.4mm⇥15.0mm and a resolution of 5184⇥3456
pixels. In our experiments, we consider ten equally increasing distances in the range
of 1-10 meters (e.g. 1m, 2m, ..., 10m).
We placed the camera in a laboratory room free of obstacles; each experiment
starts by selecting a certain object with a known size and is followed by capturing
pictures of the object at six different optical zooms by employing six varying focal
lengths. The entire experiment is repeated ten times trying the different distances
in the range of 1-10 meters (i.e. 1m, 2m, ..., 10m) resulting in 60 different images
with varying pixel densities for that certain object. An example of this setup is
illustrated in Figure 3.6.
To create the ground truth PIP, given all captured images, a small region in-
cluding an object of interest is extracted from each image representing a patch. In
our profiling experiments, patches have got different pixel density from each other,
employing varying focal lengths, distances and sizes. An example is demonstrated
in Figure 3.7 six distinct optical zooms applied on a camera while keeping distances
to the object and the size of the object the same. Thus, the numerator of the PIP
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Figure 3.6: A mosaic of 60 different images of the same object within varying pixel count. The x
axis shows the distances in 1-meter steps and for ten steps and the y axis demonstrates six
employed optical zoom levels. As the distance increases and the camera’s current zoom gets
wider the pixel density of the patch, i.e. the ball, drops noticeably.
resj, determines the patches pixel density and a fixed value of resi as the resolution
of the utilised image sensor, which is 5184⇥ 3456 pixels, forms the denominator of
the PIP. In this way, each image has its own unique PIP value; creating our ground
truth PIP across the dataset.
Indeed, the pixel density of the obtained ground truth PIP across these exper-
iments relies on the given camera’s specification, such as camera’s image sensore
resolution, optical zoom lens distortion, etc. Therefore, using different type of cam-
era may results in slight difference in the value of ground truth PIP. Note, the
flexibility in design of our model allows to select more specific characteristics of a
camera at the time of thses calculations.
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(a) fl = 85mm (b) fl = 70mm (c) fl = 50mm
(d) fl = 35mm (e) fl = 24mm (f) fl = 15mm
Figure 3.7: An example of six images of the same object of interest (i.e. the ball), employing six
different optical zooms from left to right, image (a) with the narrowest zoom and longest focal
length to image (f) with the widest zoom and the shortest focal length. The distance from the
camera is 1-meter for all images. The pixel density of the region of interest from left to right is,
2904⇥ 2850 pixels, 2646⇥ 2563 pixels, 1946⇥ 1898 pixels, 1413⇥ 1353 pixels, 1023⇥ 990 pixels,
and 666⇥ 627 pixels.
3.6 Conclusions and Discussion
In this chapter, an architecture for a high fidelity abstract model of target detection
has been established and described. The model aims to produce an accurate esti-
mation of detection across abstract camera network simulation environments using
only a small number of physical parameters. These parameters were inspired by
2D modelling of a camera’s field of view across the simulation environment. Indeed,
incorporating more properties of realism leads to having more realistic models. How-
ever, in light of the trade-off, this could also risk the interpretability of the model and
increase the computational expense. Therefore, by isolating the model to a small
number of realism properties, we aim to capture both low computational overhead
and high fidelity of the outcomes.
An intermediate point of representation, PIP metric was introduced, which cap-
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tured a ratio of the pixel density of a patch to an entire image. Impacts of the
physical parameters were investigated on the pixel density of the ground truth PIP
by conducting a set of lab-based experiments using a real camera. In this way, the
ground truth PIP were established for further analysis across this thesis.
It was demnstrated that PIP as a core element of the model decoupled the pro-
posed architecture into two partial models, feature abstraction models, represented
by f , and detector models, represented by g. The decomposition is useful in bringing
flexibility and modularity within the design of the model. It also lifts the limita-
tions imposed by models focussing on certain optical properties of specific camera
types and models relying on specific tracking and detection algorithms, such as a
particular classifier.
In addition to the research question in Chapter 1, a set of four follow on research
questions were distilled. The next two chapters of this thesis will be focused on the
two separate partial models by exploring explore their functionalities while address-
ing the relevant research questions. In Chapter 6 a combination of these two partial




This chapter builds upon the architecture described in the previous chapter, explic-
itly focusing on the feature abstraction functions, f . As illustrated in Figure 3.1
Chapter 3, within this part, a set of predictive models are developed to accurately
predict the ground truth PIP values using three inputs, i.e. physical parameters.
The three physical parameters are the camera’s current zoom, the distance between
the target and the camera (Euclidean distance) and the size of the target (i.e.region
of interest).
To explore the sufficiency of these physical parameters in predicting the ground
truth PIP values, a set of three state-of-the-art regression methods, i.e. Multi-linear,
Support Vector Machine, and Symbolic regression are developed and analysed within
this chapter. By applying a Multi-linear regression, we explore the existence of a
linear correlation between physical parameters and ground truth PIP. Applying
Support Vector Regression (with RBF kernel), we explore the existence of non-
linearity in the relationship, and finally, Symbolic regression leads to induce the
structure of the model as well as the regression coefficients from data itself without
a priori assumptions. It is important to note, while the primary aim of the feature
abstraction models is to generate accurate predictions, the secondary interest for
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them is to be easy to interpret. In a sense that by looking to the mathematical
form of the produced model understand how each input (i.e. predictor) relates to
the outcomes (i.e. response values) or how changes in each predictor affect the
model’s outcomes [54]. The importance of interpretability in our solutions can be
thought of this way: If solutions are robust and self-contained, the interpretability
of them might not be critical; however, if it is required to use them in the context of
larger systems, it could be crucial for debuggability [63]. Therefore, the accuracy of
the predictions and the interpretability of the outcomes are two evaluation metrics
across this chapter.
The term, feature abstraction in this study represents the process of abstracting
properties of the three inputs as three features into only one feature, PIP.
Throughout this chapter, we focus on answering the following research questions:
1. Does any correlation exist between physical parameters as a set of independent
variables (inputs) and the ground truth PIP as a dependent variable (output)?
2. How accurate can physical parameters approximate the empirically verified PIP
value?
With this in mind, the chapter proceeds as follows.
Section 4.1 describes feature abstraction process in the light of the main archi-
tecture and also explains the terminologies used within this chapter. Section 4.2,
provides some quantitative insights into the data set. Section 4.3 discusses potential
data pre-processing methods to apply across the data set before training the models.
Section 4.4 describes our validation method and the process of splitting the data
to the training and testing sets. In section 4.5, the predictive models are built and
analysed using three different regression methods; Multi-Linear regression, Support
Vector Regression, and Symbolic Regression across the data set. Finally, section 4.6,
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concludes the chapter with a discussion, highlighting the predictive ability of each
regression function according to the accuracy and standard error metrics and raises
an important question emerging from this.
Throughout the analysis, three main regression methods are considered for build-
ing feature abstraction models. Their effects on the quality/accuracy of the outcomes
of the model are compared and investigated. The simplicity and interpretability of
the obtained models are described. As such, this chapter provides both the results
for the f functions of the architecture and an introduction to the next chapter’s
contributions.
4.1 An Introduction to Feature Abstraction Models, f
In addition to the ground truth PIP establishment, the next step is to predict em-
pirically verified PIP values using three physical parameters inspired by modelling a
camera’s FoV, previously described. For a camera with a given image sensor resolu-
tion, i.e. pixel density, changing each of these physical parameters affect the number
of pixels used to represent the region of interest, i.e. patch. Therefore, to profile the
pixel deviation of PIP incorporating these parameters, a set of regression analyses
conducted across our lab-based dataset, to produce the approximation functions.
Indeed, the exact pixel density of a specific patch varies depending on camera type,
environmental factors such as lighting. Here, for a given image sensor resolution,
we investigate the impact of only a small number of physical properties on the pixel
deviation.
To achieve this, first, we explore the existence of simple linear relation, which
is highly interpretable between three physical parameters as inputs and the ground
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truth PIP as output. Linear regression-type models are appropriate when the rela-
tionship between the input and output falls along a straight line.
The second method is symbolic regression, which offers data-driven regression
models by discovering the structure as well as coefficients within that structure.
It produces closed-form solutions without making a priori assumptions about the
structure of the model. Therefore, the relationship among inputs can be further
interpreted through the estimated coefficients.
Finally, we developed a support vector regression, as state-of-the-art robust pre-
diction tool using both linear and non-linear (RBF) kernels, to explore the existence
of any non-linearity in the relationship as well as linearity between predictors and
response.
The quality/accuracy of the induced models using these regression methods eval-
uated by running K-fold Cross Validation technique with K equals to five.
Before, exploring relationships within data for predicting some desired outcomes,
the terminologies used in this chapter are briefly described as following.
• data point , refers to a single independent unit of data.
• independent variables, predictors, are the data used as input for the pre-
diction function.
• dependent variable, response , refers to the quantity being predicted.
• training data set , refer to the data used to develop models.
• test data set , a set of data points that have not been used prior, and only
used for evaluation the performance of the final model.
• outliers , refer to data points that are exceptionally far from usual stream of
the data.
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4.2 Data Description
To have some quantitative insights across the data set obtained from a set of profil-
ing lab-based experiments with details described in Section 3.5, a list of descriptive
statistics summarised in Table 4.1. Standard deviation (SD) metric indicates the
spread of each variable across the data set. The more spread out the data distribu-
tion is, the higher is SD. The data skewness indicates how symmetric the distribution
is around its mean point.
With these in mind, the results of the Table indicates; first, the data points of
the zoom predictor tend to be closer to its mean value while with distance predictor,
the data points tend to spread out further from its mean value.
Table 4.1: A summary of characteristics of the data categorised as predictors (inputs) and the
response (output).
variables predictor response mean sd min max skewness
Zoom – 0.046 0.024 0.015 0.085 0.28
Object size – 0.31 0.20 0.10 0.66 0.61
Distance – 5.07 2.74 1.00 10.00 0.35
PIP – 0.054 0.12 0.0001 0.77 3.71
Second, the input variables are on different scales which requires us to re-scale
them on a common scale for further analysis. This, can make some improvement
towards the numerical stability of some calculation according to [54].
This transformation, however, comes at a loss of interpretability of the individuals
since the data are no longer in the original units.
Third, a useful observation derived from data is to explore the minimum and
maximum values of each variable. In general, if the ratio of the maximum value
to the minimum value is higher than 20, the data tend to have skewness [54]. The
sample skewness statistic is formalised as follows.
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Where x is a variable, n is the number of values, and x̄ is the sample mean of the
variable. If the distribution of a variable is approximately symmetric, the skewness
values will be close to zero. The symmetric distribution refers to the probability of
falling on either side of the distribution’s mean is approximately equal.
Looking at the skewness values of the variables indicates that while the distribu-
tion of three predictor values is approximately symmetric, the response data which
the row is shown in grey colour in the table, exhibit a strong skewness of 3.71. The
details of tackling the data skewness issue are discussed in the next section.
In addition to the description of data demonstrated in Table 4.1, a visualisation
of the distribution of each variable across data set shown in Figure 4.1.
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Figure 4.1: Histograms of the standard deviation of the three predictors and the one response.
From top to bottom and left to right, zoom, object size, and distance and PIP. The response
value has a strong right skewness with a concentration of data points with low values (around 0 -
0.2). For this variable, the ratio of the largest value to the smallest value is 7700 (way larger than
a usual amount of 20) and a skewness value of 3.71. Small vertical ticks at each histogram bin,
show values of each observation fall in each bin.
The distribution of three predictors and one response variable in Figure 4.1 con-
firms a strong right-skewness of the PIP values, with a large number of data points
accumulated on the left side of the distribution graph. The next section looks at
data pre-processing techniques that can be applied across the dataset to mitigate
the impacts of such problems.
4.3 Data Pre-processing
The requirement for a data pre-processing often depends on the type of model being
used. For example, it is described later in this chapter that the linear regression
is sensitive to the characteristics of predictor and response variables. While tree-
based regressions are insensitive to these characteristics. As it can be observed from
Figure 4.1, the predictor’s values are on different scales. Thus, the first step towards
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Figure 4.2: Left: A Kernel Density Estimation (KDE) graph of the density of observations of the
PIP values with a strong right-skewness value of 3.71. Right: The density of observations of the
same variable after a ( log) transformation. The skewness value of the transformed PIP is equal
to  0.009. The solid blue ticks demonstrate the value of each observation.
data pre-processing is to normalise the predictors to bring them on a common scale.
Normalisation is considered as re-scaling real-valued numeric attributes into the
range 0 and 1.
To remove the distributional data skewness (occurred across the response val-
ues), as was determined in the previous section, one possible alternative is to apply
a transformation techniques. Here, the data values of PIP is transformed to the
 log, that help to remove the skewness. Figure 4.2, demonstrates the distribu-
tion of the PIP before and after transformation. A standard non-parametric Kernel
Density Estimation technique [127, 99] used to estimate the probability of distri-
bution of PIP values before and after transformation. Although, after applying the
transformation, the distribution of the response values is not entirely symmetric, a
significant improvement achieved in the distribution of data when compared to the
non-transformed values. The new skewness value is equal to  0.009. The negative
value indicates the appearance of a very slight left-skewness, that is negligible.
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In the subject of between-predictors correlation, which becomes a concern when a
model has more than one predictors, it is essential to note that there is no collinear-
ity observed among our three predictors. Collinearity problem [71] refers to the
situation where there is a substantial correlation between a pair of predictor vari-
ables. This, can leads to instability when the statistical techniques are applied [10].
Due to the independent nature of the three selected physical properties (also known
as predictors of the model) from each other, the collinearity would not be a concern
in this study.
4.4 Data Splitting to the Training and Test Sets
The heart of predictive modelling can be attributed to the process called data split-
ting. Before moving on to the regression analysis, one important decision to make
is how to split data points into the train and test sets? As described earlier in Sec-
tion 4.1, a test set is used to evaluate the predictive performance of a model, which
ideally (that data points) were not used in the process of building that model.
A simple common way to achieve this is to split the data to a static ratio of train
and test sets, often by applying a random sampling method. This splitting method
works best with a large amount of data, where a reasonable size of samples can
be set aside to qualify the performance of the model, while still a large number of
training samples are left to use for creating a model.
However, in this study, the number of data samples is not significant (total num-
ber of 426). Thus, given the method, the small size of the test set may not have
a adequate precision to make a reasonable judgement on the performance of the
model. This problem has also been discussed in several research works [65, 43, 67].
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Another drawback to this method appears in the presence of noisy data and
uncertainty problem. A model may be estimating the correct value of the test set
but may pay a high cost on uncertainty [54]. This means, changing the test set
(i.e. resampling) may produce a very different value. Resampling methods such as
cross-validation can help to detect the noise or uncertainty across the data points.
Therefore, instead of a conventional train/test splitting method, in this study,
a well-established resampling method called K-Fold Cross-Validation with k = 5 is
applied to estimate the performance of the model in the presence of new data points
or the model generalise to new data points. Another advantage raises from applying
resampling methods, is by avoiding a single test set, every single data point is used
for building a model, which is vital when the size of data set is relatively small.
In this approach, the data points are uniformly partitioned into k folds with
approximately equal size. In the first iteration, the first fold is set aside as a test set
(i.e. hold out) and a model is trained across k  1 folds. The test samples then will
be predicted by the trained model, and the estimation performance is measured.
In the next iteration, the first fold is returned to the training set, and the whole
process repeats for the second fold and so on. Each fold comes up with an accuracy
score, indicating the proportion of the information in the data that is captured by
the model’s predictors.
Finally, the k resampled performance estimations are summarised for understand-
ing the general predictive performance of the model.
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4.5 Regression Analysis
To determine the relationship between three physical parameters as predictor vari-
ables, and PIP as the response variable, a set of three different regression analysis
performed with details described as following. It is important to note that we are
not claiming to employ the best regression technique across our data set. Instead,
we apply three well-established techniques to explore existence of different possi-
ble relations, e.g. linear, non-linear, induced from data (with no priori assumption
about the mathematical form of the relation).
Thereby, coming back to our research questions, this section mainly focuses on
answering the following research questions for each set of obtained predictions:
1. Does any correlation exist between physical parameters as a set of independent
variables and ground truth PIP as a dependent variable?
2. if, the answer is positive, how well can physical parameters approximate the
empirically verified PIP value?
4.5.1 Multiple Linear Regression
Multiple linear regression is an extension of ordinary linear regression when the
number of predictors is more than one [54]; thereby the goal is to estimate the
regression coefficient in a way to minimise the sum of squared errors (SSE) between




(yi   ȳi)2 (4.1)
Therefore, the regression model is sensitive to the appearance of significant out-
liers within the data, which can lead to skewing away the linear regression model
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from the true primary relationship. Following the terminology proposed in [25],
the “ linear ” term refers to the fact that the model is linear in its coefficients,  j.
This assumption addresses the functional form of the model. A form of this type of
models is presented as below.
Yi =  0 +  1Xi1 +  2Xi2 + ...+  PXiP + e0 (4.2)
Where, Yi represents the numeric response for the ith data point,  0, is the regression
intercept,  j is the regression coefficient for the jth predictor (in the case of multiple
linear regression), Xij, represents the value of ith predictor for the jth data point,
and finally e0 refers to the random error that can not be described by the model.
It is important to note, before exploring the predictive performance of a linear
model, a set of preliminary analysis were already performed in Section 4.3, to ensure
there is no violation of the assumptions of the normality and the colinearity [70, 54]
across the dataset.
The benefits of transforming the ground truth PIP before training a linear model
was demonstrated in Figure 4.3 concerning the accuracy, R2-score of the regression.
There are several formulas for calculating the R2-score of a regression [55] also known
as the coefficient of determination [72]; the simplest one refers to the proportion of
the total variance of the response variable that is captured by the model [45].
Figure 4.4, illustrate the distribution of residuals of the multiple linear regression
model. Where, residuals, refers to the difference between actual observation and
predicted values by the model, which is a useful metric to measure the predictive
performance of the model [133]. To achieve the residual graph while applying cross-
validation, the built-in cross-val-predict method from the scikit-learn library [79] is
used. Utilising this method, each data point on the graph belongs to one test set,
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Figure 4.3: A visualisation of an impact of transforming the response variable on the linear
regression results. The y-axis of both graphs demonstrates the outcomes of multiple linear
regression (predicted-PIP). left : The x-axis, refers to the PIP before-transformation. right : shows
the benefit of transforming the response values before training a linear model on the accuracy of
predictions. The x-axis shows the values of PIP after transformation.
and its prediction is calculated using a model fitted on the corresponding training
set.
As it can be observed, the residuals scatter uniformly across the regression line,
assuming a linear model. The variance of the errors (yi  byi), seems to be consistent
across all observations. In order to quantify the quality of the trained (i.e. fitted)
multiple linear regression model, a set of metrics are evaluated. The mean accu-
racy of five folds is 0.85(+/   0.08). The highest accuracy score explained by the
model is 86%, with a mean-squared-error (MSE) value of 0.09, formally described






(yi   ȳi)2 (4.3)
Where accuracy estimation representing the average standard error (plus/minus
standard deviation). The estimated coefficients and intercept of the linear model ob-
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Figure 4.4: A visual demonstration of the distribution of residuals, assuming a linear
relationship. The black dots on the graph represent data points. The solid blue line represents
the regression line. The x-axis refers to the predicted values of the linear model, and the y-axis
indicates the residuals with respect to the regression line.
tained, using the fold with highest accuracy score applying a 5 fold cross-validation).
The regression function is represented in the following regression equation.
flin(q, d, z) =  18.82 z   2.0 q + 0.2 d+ 2.47 (4.4)
The mathematical nature of the obtained model indicates the outcome is highly
interpretable. For example, one unit increase in a predictor leads to how much
change in the response values. As mentioned earlier, these models are appropriate
when the relationship between predictors and the response fall along a straight line.
Based on the accuracy and standard error metrics, it is shown that a linear correla-
tion exists between three inputs and ground truth PIP as output at 95% confidence
bound.
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4.5.2 Symbolic Regression
Unlike the standard multiple linear regression model, where a model’s structure
(e.g., Equation 4.2) is hypothesised and fit across all data points, symbolic regres-
sion offers data-driven regression models by discovering the structure as well as
coefficients within that structure [104, 126]. One way of achieving this, is to use
Genetic Programming (GP) [53].
In this way, a population of naive random formulas, i.e. programs are set up to
represent a relationship between independent and dependent variables to predict new
data. The successive generation of programs optimised and evaluated in terms of how
well they fit the observed data points. In the process of evolution, this information
then used to decide which program to use as parents for the next generation [126,
56, 4, 52].
Symbolic regression using GP can become a very useful method when models
need to be simple and interpretable with reasonable generalising behaviour, while
they are accurate with the outcomes. The regression itself, defined as a set of
statistical processes for underlying the mathematical expression that best describes
relationships between the predictors and the response pairs [84]. However, this, then
raise a trade-off between models complexity degree and the accuracy of the fit, which
is considered as one of the challenges ahead of this method [104].
Furthermore, symbolic regression makes no or limited a priori information about
the process and no assumptions on the models. This means symbolic regression
allows the data pattern itself reveals structures of variables, functions and constants
that are appropriate to describe the observed behaviour. This benefit of the method
makes it suitable for this study.
With this in mind, here, a standard symbolic regression method using GP is de-
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Figure 4.5: A visual demonstration of the distribution of residuals, developing a symbolic
regression using GP. The black dots on the graph represent data points. The blue solid line,
represents the regression line. The x-axis refers to the predicted response values obtained from
the symbolic model and the y-axis refers to the residuals with respect to the regression line.
veloped across all available data points. The gplearn library1 is used to implement
Genetic Programming (GP) based models. The parameter setting of the imple-
mented symbolic regression is as follows; the size of the population is 1000, and the
number of generations is 30, and finally, the parsimony coefficient value adjusted
to 0.001. The parsimony coefficient is a constant value that regularises the size of
a program. By adjusting the over-sized program’s fitness to be less favourable for
selection, this metric can control a phenomenon called Bloat [101]. Bloat is when
the size of the program is increasing through evolution without a significant increase
in fitness. While this phenomenon results in increasing computational overhead, it
can also make the final results to be challenging to interpret. Larger values of the
parsimony coefficient penalise the program more and can control this phenomenon.
A residual’s distribution graph demonstrated in Figure 4.5.
1gplearn library extends the scikit-learn machine learning library to perform GP with Symbolic
Regression.
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The process of obtaining the residuals of the Symbolic Regression model is the
same as described in the previous section.
The residuals appear to be uniformly scattered around zero (i.e. the regression
line) with respect to the predicted values. The mean accuracy of all five folds is
0.70(+/   0.12), with a mean-squared-error (MSE) value of 0.21 and the highest
accuracy score of 73% captured by the model.
Comparing the measurements with the (multiple) linear regression results in-
dicates that the predictive ability of the model induced by symbolic regression is
slightly less than linear regression across the same data points with regards to the
standard error and R squared values. The estimated coefficients and intercept of
the symbolic model are represented in the following regression equation.
fSR(q, d, z) = (z   0.51)⇥ ( (2⇥ z   0.51)⇥ ( d  0.51)  0.36⇥ q 1) (4.5)
As it is represented in Equation 4.5, the advantage of these kinds of models is
that relationships among predictors can be further interpreted through the estimated
coefficients.
The mathematical form of the model is not difficult to interpret. However, based
on accuracy and standard error metrics, a comparison with the linear regression
outcomes suggests that the predictive ability of the obtained model seems to be
slightly lower than the linear model results.
4.5.3 Support Vector Regression
In addition to the results of Multiple linear, and Symbolic regression methods, to
explore the existence of non-linear relationships between the independent and depen-
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dent variables, this section studies the Support Vector regression. Support Vector
Machines (SVM) [119] are state-of-the-art, powerful and highly flexible modelling
techniques. SVMs build a maximum margin separator, as a decision boundary with
the largest possible distance to the sample points. This helps the method to gen-
eralise well. The theory behind SVMs was originally developed in the context of
classification models with a focus on tasks such as object recognition [94, 95]. In
recent years, SVMs have been successfully applied to regression problems because
of their robustness and simplicity [26, 68, 21].
Unlike Neural Networks, where the architecture has to be determined a priori
or modified while training by some heuristic, which can become a more challenging
problem for multilayer networks [23, 69], in Support Vector Regressions (SVRs), the
architecture of the system does not have to be determined before training. Moreover,
with the ability to embed the data into a higher-dimensional space through using a
kernel function, the strength of SVRs are then in building a separating hyperplane
at only a linear cost.
Following the support vector regression framework studied in [105, 26], we con-
sider the ✏-insensitive technique of SVM for our regression problem where focuses
on minimising the effect of outliers on the regression equations [119].
In this way, no penalty is associated (within the training loss function) to the
predicted points within the distance epsilon from the actual value. Outliers, gen-
erally defined as data points that are exceptionally far from the mainstream of the
data [54].
In other words, the effect of outliers in the regression equations is minimised by
fitting the error (yi   ȳi), within a certain threshold, ✏.
To describe this formally, let (xi, yi) 2 IRm⇥ IR, i = 1, 2, ..., N be a set of training
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data points with predictors (i.e. inputs), xi 2 IRm and the response (i.e. output)
yi 2 IR. As mentioned earlier, in the ✏-insensitive SVR the goal is to find a function
f(x) (as the predicted result for data point x), that has at most ✏ deviation from
the observed response values yi across all the training data. By constructing a linear
function f , taking the form of
f(x) = !.x+ b with ! 2 IRm, b 2 IR (4.6)
In order to obtain the coefficient and the intercept of this function as well as to
ensure maximum possible flatness depicted in Figure 4.6, we can translate it to the









!.xi + b  yi  ✏
yi   !.xi + b  ✏
(4.7)
Where ✏ is a threshold specifying the width of the ✏-insensitive tube. Having Equa-
tion 4.7, assumes that such function f actually exists that approximates all pairs
(xi, yi) with ✏ precision, or in other words, that the convex optimisation problem is
feasible [106].
However, not all of the residuals may fall in the ✏ boundaries. Thus, no such
function f(x) exists to satisfy these constraints for all data points. In this case, the
soft margin loss function [8] can be used by introducing ⇠i, ⇠i⇤ slack variables to
deal with data points fall outside the ✏ boundaries.
Figure 4.6 depicts a schematic of a linear SVR with a soft margin. The loss
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Figure 4.6: A schematic of the soft margin loss setting for a linear SVR [96]













!.xi + b  yi  ✏+ ⇠i⇤
yi   !.xi + b  ✏+ ⇠i
⇠i
⇤
, ⇠i   0
(4.8)
Where ⇠i, ⇠i⇤ are slack variables and C is a penalty coefficient that determines
the trade off between the flatness of f and the amount up to which deviations larger
than ✏ are tolerated.
In order to explore existence of non-linear correlation between dependent and
independent variables, a kernel-based transformation is performed. By mapping the
data points into a high dimensional feature space, F ,   : xi ! F , a kernel function
performs a dot product (x, x0) = ( (x). (x0)), and then a linear regression is
performed. For this problem space, two commonly used kernels are studied.
We explored the existence of linear relationship utilising a linear kernel of SVR
and for exploration of the existence of any non-linear relationship a Radial Basis
Function (RBF) from LIBSVM library [18], defined as follows.
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• Linear Kernel
(x, x0) = x.x0 (4.9)
• Radial Basis Function Kernel (RBF)
(x, x0) = exp( kx  x
0k2
2 2
),   2 IR (4.10)
Where x, x0 are two data points from training dataset. The outcomes of applying
these kernels in predicting the response value illustrated in Figure 4.7. Within our
experiments, applying a range of different values for epsilon and C parameters, the
configuration of ✏ = 0.1, and the penalty coefficient value C = 1 provides highest
accuracy of predictions. The   value also set to 1
nfeatures
, nfeature is the number of
features. It is important to note, the value of ✏ can affect the number of support
vectors used to construct the regression function. The bigger ✏, the fewer support
vectors are selected. On the other hand, bigger ✏-values results in more flat estimates.
The statistical analysis of the goodness of fit of each kernel function summarised
in Table 4.2.





MSE R2 Mean R2-scores of all folds
0.19 0.74 0.70(+/  0.11)
0.05 0.92 0.92(+/  0.04)
In the case of using SVR with a linear kernel, the model’s coefficient with the
interception of the regression line is obtained as follows.
fSV R(lin)(q, d, z) =  6.74z   2.04q + 0.20d+ 1.88 (4.11)
LIBSVM only supports output probabilities for SVR models [18]. Hence, using
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Figure 4.7: A visual demonstration of the distribution of residuals, developing an SV regression
using i) a linear kernel with results demonstrated as blue circles and ii) an RBF kernel with
results shown as a red cross. The solid blue line represents the regression line. The x-axis refers
to the predicted response values obtained from each kernel, and the y-axis indicates to the
residuals concerning the regression line. The graph clearly demonstrates the advantages of
employing a non-linear kernel over linear with respect to residual amounts.
non-linear kernel (RBF), there is no probabilistic explanation for the regression.
According to the distribution of residuals along with goodness of fit analysis, it
becomes evident that the predictive ability of SVR with the RBF kernel function
is considerably higher than linear kernel results. This confirms that a non-linear
correlation is more likely to exist between the physical parameters and PIP.
While the predictive ability of the SVR with RBF kernel is the highest among
all studied methods, there are some limitations to take into account. The first
limitation lies in the choice of kernel according to [15], where the best choice of the
kernel for a problem at hand is still a research question.
The second limitation could be the speed and size both in training and testing,
which can be problematic for large datasets (millions of support vectors).
Finally, applying these methods do not directly provide a closed-form solution of
the produced model; as such, they generate black box models [76]. In a sense, they
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are not able to explain the process of obtaining the predictions in an understandable
(interpretable) form.
The last limitation can further challenge the easy implementation concern of our
high fidelity target detection model across an abstract simulation environment. This
challenge will be discussed later in the Chapter 5 with more details.
4.6 Conclusions and Discussion
This chapter explicitly studied the feature abstraction modelling, f of the proposed
architecture previously described in Chapter 3. These predictive models aimed to
explore the sufficiency of the three physical parameters in predicting the ground
truth PIP values. A set of three regression methods was selected for this purpose,
i.e. Multilinear, SVR, and Symbolic regression. Before, applying these methods, a
collection of data pre-processing techniques was used to ensure there was no violation
of the assumptions of the selected methods across the data set.
A K-Fold Cross-Validation with k = 5 is applied to estimate the performance of
each obtained/trained model in the presence of new data points. Moreover, a set
of performance metrics such as MSE (Mean Squared Error), r2(squared correlation
coefficient) were introduced to evaluate the accuracy of the predictions produced by
each regression method.
According to the performance metrics and the distribution of the residuals graphs,
a set of predictions that provided by SVR with a non-linear (RBF) kernel are the
closest to the ground truth PIP, with an accuracy of predictions equal to 92%. This
could confirm that it is more likely that there is a non-linear correlation between
three physical parameters and ground truth PIP. However, while SVR provides
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predictions with the highest accuracy demonstrating the high chance of existing a
non-linear relationship, applying this method with RBF kernel does not provide a
closed-form solution. This means that from interpretability perspective, it is not
clear how changes in each predictor affect the outcomes of the model. The second
accurate set of results were obtained through multiple linear regression method with
the predictions capturing up to 86% of the variation of the ground truth. Applying
this method, while the predictions are reasonably accurate, by providing closed-
form solutions, relationships among predictors can be further interpreted through
the estimated coefficients.
Finally, It was demonstrated that the predictive ability of the outcomes of Sym-
bolic regression with capturing up to 73% of the ground truth was the lowest accu-
racy compared to the results of the other two methods.
Recalling the research questions, a non-linear correlation is more likely to exist
between the three physical parameters as independent variables and the ground truth
PIP as dependent variable according to the 92% of the accuracy of predictions.
However, due to black-box nature of this method, a closed-form solution is not
at hand for further analysis of the relationship between the independent variables
(i.e.predictors) and dependent variable (i.e.response).
In order to facilitate the implementation of these models further across abstract
simulation environments such as CamSim, to support runtime applications, accord-
ing to the results, it is recommended to select the produced model of Multiple linear
regression. In this way, while the predictions are reasonably accurate (86% of the
ground truth), a closed-form solution is provided with the results easy to interpret.
With the closed-form solution at hand, further, the implementation of the model
across abstract simulation environments could be facilitated as a one-line task. More
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discussion on this is described in the next chapter of this thesis.
Following the main architecture of a high fidelity abstract model, as depicted in
Figure 3.1, the next chapter looks at the detector models, g of the diagram.
A particular focus will be on exploring the sufficiency of PIP — both ground




Computer Vision Detector Models
Following the architecture of a high fidelity target detection model described in
Chapter 3 (depicted in Figure 3.1), the main focus of this chapter is on develop-
ing the second part, computer vision detector models g. This part itself breaks
down into two chapters. The current chapter focuses on developing three models of
detectors and exploring the sufficiency of ground truth PIP in reflecting the detec-
tors’ outcomes. This investigation is useful when the high-quality real or synthetic
images of the scene are available. For the case of abstract simulators, where the
high-quality images of the scene are not available, we explore sufficiency of predicted
PIP in approximating the ground truth confidences in the next chapter.
Within this chapter, first, we build three models of detectors and apply them on
our image dataset to create the ground truth confidences for further analysis. Next,
we investigate the sufficiency of the ground truth PIP in predicting the ground truth
confidences by developing a least square linear regression. Throughout this chapter,
we focus on answering the following research question:
1. Is the ground truth PIP as an intermediate point of representation of our ar-
chitecture sufficient to build a high fidelity model of each of ground truth con-
fidences?
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A wide variety of feature detectors are available in literature for the task of object
classification such as Histograms of Oriented Gradients (HOG) [24], wavelet-based
features [125]. To build models of detectors, we selected three widely used local
feature extractors with a simple architecture and farely high performance across
wide range of vision tasks in literature, i.e. SIFT (Scale Invariant Image Trans-
form), SURF (Speeded Up Robust Feature), and ORB (Oriented FAST and Robust
BRIEF). Given extracted features, the similarity of the two features is investigated
using a brute-force search with an efficient evaluation of the Euclidean distance. The
confidence of each detector in correctly detecting a target of interest across a given
image is evaluated by its matching precision. Because each detector runs on pure
real image features, the outcomes create ground truth confidences for this study.
Previously, in their work [31], Esterle et al. showed there is a linear correlation
between pixel density and the classification success rate. In this regard, we develop a
linear regression between the ground truth PIP (as an independent variable) and the
outcomes of each detector, i.e. ground truth confidences (as a dependent variable).
It is important to note that this chapter is not investigating the best computer
vision classifier for the task of object detection. Instead, by building three models
of detectors using three well-established feature extraction methods, we establish
ground truth confidences, to explore the sufficiency of PIP in predicting detector’s
outcomes.
Through simulation results, it is shown that the accuracy of ground truth PIP in
predicting the detectors’ outcomes varies depending on the selected detector. Based
on an accuracy evaluation metric, there is a strong linear correlation exists between
the ORB detector’s success rate and ground truth PIP when compared to two other
detectors.
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The chapter proceeds as follows. Section 5.1 highlights the fidelity concern of the
simulation environments models, in the light of the trade-off previously identified
in Chapter 2. Section 5.2, describes the feature extraction process across the tar-
get and template images. The confidence of detecting the object correctly within
a given image defined in Section 5.3, in the line of potential false matches problem
and how to tackle this issue. Section 5.4, describes the performance of ORB object
detector model. The sufficiency of the ground truth PIP in predicting the outcomes
of ORB is also explored in this section. Section 5.5, describes the performance of
the SIFT detector, along with exploring the existence of a linear correlation between
ground truth PIP and SIFT outcomes. Section 5.6, analyses the performance of the
SURF detector model across the image dataset, and draws a linear regression be-
tween ground truth PIP and SURF outcomes. Finally, Section 5.7, concludes with
a discussion.
5.1 Motivation
An important trade-off introduced and described in Chapter 2 between accurate but
computational expensive and imprecise but computationally cheap simulations.
Due to the simplified nature of abstract models, which remove details and hence
can introduce errors, the outcomes can be imprecise and have room for improvement
in terms of their fidelity. An example of this will be observed later in our case study
when comparing our results against CamSim standard detection model’s results. In
general, it is not known what impact making such simplified abstract models has on
the ability of the simulator to capture real-world behaviour. This still remains as a
general open concern in agent-based modelling [36].
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In this chapter, by building accurate models of the three detectors, the fidelity
of PIP (ground truth) is evaluated in reflecting real-world outcomes (i.e. ground
truth confidences). This evaluation has been carried out through a set of profiling
experiments and developing a linear regression.
5.2 Computer Vision Detectors: Feature Extraction
To represent visual information from raw pixels in images, the first step is called
feature extraction. As described in Chapter 2, feature extraction is a process of
representing visual information of images into compact vectors known as features
or descriptors. Methods based on local features identify relevant patches of the
image and represent the local visual information of these patches into descriptor
vectors [34].
In the feature extraction process as depicted in Figure 5.1, a large number of
handcrafted features are extracted from each template image. This may involve
a set of computer vision algorithms such as edge detection, corner detection, or
threshold segmentation as well [75].
Figure 5.1: A schematic of the process of ground truth confidence formation. Each of the three
detectors can replace the Detector Method box.
Next, a set of highly distinctive features from the template image are searched
for other images, i.e. target images in a brute-force manner with an efficient evalua-
tion of the Euclidean distance as a visual similarity function. Finally, if a significant
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number of features from a target image matches with the template image as formally
defined in the next section, the target image is classified as containing that specific
object (e.g. the ball image, Figure 3.7 in our profiling experiments). The location
of the object is then selected based on the density of re-identified features.
5.3 Computer Vision Detectors: Confidence of Detection
To perform reliable matching between template and target images, as described
in the previous section, we require to extract distinctive invariant features from
each image. This helps to ease the impact of undesired rotation noises might have
occurred while conducting the lab-based profiling experiments.
Given a camera equipped with an adjustable zoom lens, as the employed zoom on
the camera gets wider, the more of background get involved in the image. This leads
to the size of the object of interest get smaller within the entire image. Therefore,
the number of correct matches (between the template and target images) drops
significantly and some false matches rise from the background in addition to the
correct ones. A good match for local image features, to an extensive database of
features from target images, is considered the one with minimum Euclidean distance
between features descriptors [33]. To tackle the false match problem and discard
the features that do not have a good match to the database of target images, a well-
known distance ratio test is performed as proposed by Lowe [62] across all matches.
In this method, the probability of having a correct match is determined by taking
the ratio of the (Euclidean) distance from the nearest neighbour to the (Euclidean)
distance of the second closest. In our image matching techniques, the matches with
a distance ratio greater than 0.8 are rejected in this study. The Threshold set up
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in this study is based on a range of experiments conducted using different values of
0.6, 0.7, 0.8, 0.9. While considering smaller values leads to increased number of false
positive matches, increasing it to 0.9 results in dramatic drop on the number of true
positive matches. Setting the threshold to 0.8 results in a rational match accuracy
across the studied techniques.
In order to quantify the performance of each detector in correctly detecting an












(j) refers to the features from the template image that pos-
itively matched with the detected features in a target image (positive match).
feature
total
(j) refers to the total number of features extracted from a template
image. Thus, continuous values of ⇣(j), indicate the confidence of a particular de-
tector model in correctly detecting an object within a given image.
5.4 Computer Vision Detectors: ORB
Oriented FAST and Robust BRIEF (ORB) uses FAST keypoint detector [86], by
efficiently computed orientations based on the intensity centroid moment. FAST
keypoints are computationally fast and suitable for real-time visual feature matching
systems. However, keypoints are variant to image scale and rotation. In addition to
FAST keypoints, ORB also uses a recent feature descriptor, BRIEF [16]. It describes
the visual information of images by using binary features and run a simple binary
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test between pixels to train a set of classification trees. Similar to FAST, BRIEF is
sensitive to in-plane rotation. To tackle these issues, some modifications have done
toward both methods to finally make ORB features invariant to image scale and
rotation, the details of the work can be found in [88].
Running ORB as a local feature descriptor along with a brute-force search across
the template and target images, a typical feature matching results using OpenCV
library [13] demonstrated in Figure 5.2. The target image (focal length = 85mm)
with a scale of 2904⇥ 2850 pixels on the right and the template image of the same
scene (focal length = 24mm) and with a scale of 5184⇥ 3456 pixels on the left side
of this figure.
Figure 5.2: Typical feature matching result using ORB features on real camera images. The
template image on the left, with a scale of 2904⇥ 2850 pixels and a target image on the right,
with a scale of 5184⇥ 3456 pixels using the same viewpoint. Coloured dash lines indicate all
matches, which includes both valid and invalid matches.
Although, as it can be observed from figure 5.2, the majority of matches seems
true matches. However, there are still false matches with a growing number as i)
the distance increase ii)the zoom gets wider (the focal length decreases), iii) the size
of the object under the experiment get smaller.
Given the ground truth confidences of ORB detector technique, the next step is
to evaluate the sufficiency of the ground truth PIP in predicting ORB results. To
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demonstrate this, a Ordinary Least Squarelinear regression [100] developed between
the PIP values as the independent variable and the ORB results as the dependent
variable. The least-square method involves finding a mathematical expression for
the relation between two variables (e.g. PIP and ORB), such that the sum of
the squared deviations from the mathematical relationship is minimised. Thus, by
choosing the regression line that is the closest, line to all data points, e.g.(xi, yi) the
sum of the squared deviations of ORB to the regression line are minimised [107].
The outcome of this analysis demonstrated in Figure 5.3.
Figure 5.3: Figure (a), shows a correlation between the x-axis, PIP (ground truth) and the
y-axis, ORB results. The solid blue line is the regression line between two variables which suggest
a simple degree one polynomial relation can be derived from this correlation: figure (b), a visual
demonstration of the distribution of residuals relative to the regression line. The x-axis refers to
the predicted values. y-axis indicates the residuals.
A mathematical expression of the correlation between PIP and ORB is obtained
as follow.
gORB(PIPGT ) = 0.60⇥ PIPGT + 0.02 (5.2)
Looking at the results space, the solid blue line on the Figure 5.3(a), suggests a
simple degree one polynomial relation between ORB and PIP. The residuals relative
to the fit appear randomly scattered around the zero line, which suggests the model
describes the data well.
As described earlier, in the least square method to determine the best possible
regression coefficient, the sum of the squares errors (SSE) must be minimised. The
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regression SSE value is SSE=0.76 and the R-square evaluation metric is equal to
0.77 according to a t-test at the 95% confidence level.
Coming back to the research questions of this chapter, it is shown that there is a
degree one polynomial relationship exists between the ground truth PIP and ORB
results with accuracy (i.e. R-squared value) of the regression up to 77%.
5.5 Computer Vision Detectors: SIFT
Scale Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT) proposed by Lowe [62] has proven con-
siderably successful in a range of applications using visual features. It has solved a
set of issues such as image rotation, scaling, affine distortion, and view change in
feature matching field of research [42]. One drawback to the robust and distinctive
SIFT features is that they are computationally expensive which makes the technique
become slow. Later in this chapter, an extension to this method also is studied which
is considered speeded up version of SIFT.
Following the trend of previous section, first SIFT detector technique is applied
on the image dataset. An example of typical results of SIFT features matching
result demonstrated in Figure 5.4 for the same scene setting as explained in previous
section.
In order to investigate existence of a linear correlation between ground truth PIP
and SIFT, an ordinary least square regression is developed between these variables.
The results of the regression along with the residual graph of distribution demon-
strated in Figure 5.5.
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Figure 5.4: Typical feature matching result using SIFT features on real camera images. The
template image on the left, with a scale of 2904⇥ 2850 pixels and a target image on the right,
with a scale of 5184⇥ 3456 pixels using a same viewpoint. Coloured dash lines indicate all
matches, which includes both valid and invalid matches.
Figure 5.5: Figure (a), shows a correlation between the x-axis, PIP (ground truth) and the
y-axis, SIFT results. The blue solid line is the regression line between two variables which
suggest a simple degree one polynomial relation can be derived from this correlation. Figure(b),a
visual demonstration of the distribution of residuals relative to the regression line. The x-axis
refers to the predicted values. y-axis refers to the residuals.
A mathematical expression of the correlation between the ground truth PIP and
SIFT results obtained by the regression is defined as follow.
gSIFT (PIPGT ) = 0.75⇥ PIP(GT ) + 0.10 (5.3)
Analysing the outcomes of the regression through residuals indicates that despite
of having residuals scattered randomly around the zero line the appearance of out-
liers in the residual graph is undesirable. It is observed that generally the residuals
error is higher with the value of SSE= 5.97 when compared to the results of the
ORB detector model. Furthermore, R-square =0.36 demonstrate that a fitted line
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can at most capture 36% of the variation of SIFT outcomes. Coming back to our
research questions, the results of goodness of fit along with the visual demonstra-
tion of residuals attribute the insufficiency of a linear correlation in descibing the
variation of SIFT results.
5.6 Computer Vision Detectors: SURF
Speeded Up Robust Features (SURF) [5] technique that reduces the computational
cost of SIFT by using integral images [22]. It is based on gradient orientations which
try to keep the quality of detected keypoints. It uses SURF keypoints to detect
features in an image [6]. In addition to the results of ORB and SIFT methods
described earlier, here, we explore sufficiency of ground truth PIP in explaining the
variation of SURF results. Therefore, by developing a linear regression between
these variables, we investigate the existence of a linear correlation between PIP and
SURF results.
An example of typical results of the SURF feature matching is demonstrated in
Figure 5.6 for the same scene-setting described in two previous sections. As it can be
observed, the number of features extracted and matched employing SURF technique,
is considerably higher than ORB and SIFT outcomes while it is performing faster
than SIFT algorithm. However, this leads to an increase, in the number of false
matches as well.
The same as two previous approaches, an ordinary least square regression is
developed to explore sufficiency of PIP in building a good model of SURF outcomes.
A regression line that is the closest to all data points is shown in Figure 5.7.
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Figure 5.6: Typical feature matching result using SURF features on real camera images. The
template image on the left, with a scale of 2904⇥ 2850 pixels and a target image on the right,
with a scale of 5184⇥ 3456 pixels using the same viewpoint. Coloured dash lines indicate all
matches, which includes both valid and invalid matches.
Figure 5.7: Figure (a), shows a correlation between the x-axis, PIP (ground truth) and the
y-axis, SURF results. The solid blue line is the regression line between two variables which
suggest a simple degree one polynomial relation can be derived from this correlation: figure (b), a
visual demonstration of the distribution of residuals relative to the regression line. The x-axis
refers to the predicted values. y-axis indicates the residuals.
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The regression function obtained as follow.
gSURF (PIPGT ) = 0.73⇥ PIPGT + 0.05 (5.4)
Analysing residuals from a graphical display shown in Figure 5.7(b), indicates,
while residual errors are generally lower than the SIFT results, still few outliers
appeared in the graph.
In order to decide if the suggested model at Equation 5.4 is acceptable as a de-
scription of SURF results, the goodness of fit statistics of the regression is examined.
The SSR value of the regression is SSE = 2.03, which is lower than SIFT results
but still higher than ORB results. The success rate of the fitted line in explaining
the variance of SURF results is equal to R-square = 0.62, which is reasonably
higher than SIFT results. Therefore, addressing our research questions, we specu-
late by neglecting few outliers PIP can also build a good model of SURF confidence
based on statistic analysis of the obtained regression line.
5.7 Conclusions and Discussion
This Chapter explicitly studied the second part of the proposed architecture, repre-
sented by g, while addressing our main research question on exploring sufficiency of
ground truth PIP in reflecting three detectors’ outcomes.
In this regard, three detector models were developed, a combination of three
feature extraction methods with a brute-force search with an efficient evaluation
of the Euclidean distance. The precision of each detector was interpreted as the
confidence of that detector in correctly detecting an object. Three sets of ground
truth confidences were created by applying each detector on our image dataset.
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A simple linear regression was developed to investigate the sufficiency of PIP as
an intermediate point of representation, in reflecting the ground truth confidences.
The best results according to the accuracy evaluation metric obtained between
ground truth PIP and ORB features outcomes, with 76% of accuracy in capturing
the variation of ORB-detector model. According to the accuracy metric, PIP can
capture up to 62% of SURF-detector and 36% of SIFT-detector’s outcomes.
Based on the accuracy evaluation metric, it was observed that the ground truth
PIP could build a good model of ORB-detector outcomes developing a linear re-
gression. The next accurate results produced between PIP and SURF-detector’s
outcomes. However, it was observed that ground truth PIP was less successful in
capturing the variations of SIFT-detector’s outcomes.
The investigation carried out in this chapter is useful when the high-quality im-
ages of the scene are at hand to establish the ground truth PIP. However, in the case
of abstract simulation environments, where high-quality imagery is not available to
the simulator, an alternative is required. With this in mind, we move on to the
next chapter to investigate the sufficiency of predicted PIP, produced by feature
abstraction models, f in capturing the variations of three detectors’ outcomes.
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Chapter 6
Putting it All Together: Combination of
Two Partial Models, f and g
So far, we studied two partial models represented by f and g of the proposed ar-
chitecture. However, to deploy the final high fidelity abstract target detection model
across an abstract simulation environment, where the ground truth PIP values are
not available, an alternative is required.
This motivates the work of this chapter, to investigate the sufficiency of pre-
dicted PIP produced by feature abstraction models, f , in predicting each detector’s
outcomes.
Furthermore, for the purpose of comparison, a description of CamSim’s stan-
dard model of detection is provided, and it is applied to the image dataset. Next,
the sufficiency of the outcomes explored in predicting a set of three ground truth
confidences.
Therefore, in this chapter, we finalise the mathematical form of the high fidelity
target detection model to be deployed across the abstract simulation environment,
CamSim. Highlighting the improvement in the fidelity of our model’s outcomes
when compared to the CamSim standard model’s results in capturing the ground
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truth confidences.
This short chapter proceeds as follows. Section 6.1 characterises the fidelity
of the predicted PIP (produced by f) in capturing the variation of ground truth
confidences. A comparison is conducted in Section 6.2 between the outcomes of our
model and the standard detection model of CamSim in reflecting the ground truth.
Finally, we summarise the findings of this chapter in Section 6.3.
6.1 Combination of Two Partial Models
Addressing our main research question distilled in Chapter 3, so far, we explored
sufficiency of ground truth PIP in explaining the variations of detector’s results, per-
forming linear regression. In this section, we are particularly interested in evaluating
the fidelity of predicted PIP (obtained from feature abstraction models, Chapter 4)
in predicting the ground truth confidences. Therefore, by combining two partial
models, f , g to build accurate models of the three detectors, predicted detector
models denoted as g(f(q, d, z)).
For this exploration applying linear regression, three sets of predictions (f) from
three regression methods create three sets of independent variables, and the three
ground truth confidences create three sets of dependent variables. Therefore, the to-
tal number of nine models are developed applying a simple linear regression between
each of these independent and dependent variables.
Further, according to the r-squared, and standard error values of each obtained
model, the high fidelity target detection model will be selected to deploy across the
simulation environment for target detection estimation.
The results demonstrated in Figure 6.1.
The x-axis of each graph is one of the three independent variables, and the y-axis
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Figure 6.1: A selection of total nine graphs demonstrating the existence of a linear correlation
between the ground truth confidences, ORB, SIFT, and SURF, with the predictions obtained
running three regression methods, Linear, SVR-rbf kernel, and SR. The black dots represent the
data points, and the solid blue line is the linear regression line.
A summary of goodness of fit analysis of each graph along with the mathematical
expression of the relative linear model is listed in the Table 6.1.
The same as ground truth PIP results described in the previous chapter, it is
observed, there is a higher chance of existing a linear correlation between the ORB-
detector outcomes and the predictions of all three regression methods.
Based on r2 accuracy metric, all three sets of predicted PIP can build a good
model of ORB features. However, as it can be observed the accuracy drops when
using SURF and SIFT features.
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Table 6.1: A summary of the goodness of fit evaluation of the total nine graphs along with the
mathematical form of each produced model,g(f(q, d, z)) at 95% confidence bound. Each row of
the table represents the predictive ability of a linear correlation obtained between each pair of
detector-prediction outcomes using three evaluation metrics, r2, RMSE, and SSE
Graph ID r2 RMSE SSE Closed-form Solution g(f(q, d, z))
ORB-Linear 60% 0.052 1.19 0.571⇥ flin(q, d, z) + 0.026
ORB-SVR (RBF) 71% 0.044 0.85 X 0.538⇥ fSV R(rbf)(q, d, z) + 0.025
ORB-SR 50% 0.059 1.51 0.835⇥ fSR(q, d, z) + 0.020
SIFT-Linear 23% 0.130 7.22 0.608⇥ flin(q, d, z) + 0.114
SIFT-SVR (RBF) 27% 0.127 6.92 X 0.519⇥ fSV R(rbf)(q, d, z) + 0.116
SIFT-SR 29% 0.125 6.67 0.618⇥ fSR(q, d, z) + 0.111
SURF-Linear 46% 0.082 2.87 0.649⇥ flin(q, d, z) + 0.061
SURF-SVR (RBF) 57% 0.069 2.30 X 0.653⇥ fSV R(rbf)(q, d, z) + 0.059
SURF-SR 55% 0.073 2.34 1.022⇥ fSR(q, d, z) + 0.046
The results of the table demonstrate, while utilising a Support Vector regression
with a non-linear kernel (rbf) can capture the most of the variation of almost all of
the detectors outcomes, there is no closed-form solution available using this method.
As described in Chapter 4, due to the black-box nature of the method, the coef-
ficient of the regression function fSV R(q, d, z) is not provided. Thereby, further im-
plementing the high fidelity detection model utilising SVR (with rbf kernel) across
CamSim (built-in Java) would not be straight forward processed.
To do so, we either require to export the trained SVR model from (in this case)
Python programming language using some standard language such as Predictive
Models Markup Language PMML, which enables an exchange of predictive models
between different tools and environments [40]. However, using this tool, the issue of
the compatibility over different models and Python versions is a concern that should
be taken into account.
The second alternative is to train the model within CamSim, directly imple-
menting the SVR regression. However, depending on the resources of the utilising
machine, this approach might not suit the runtime applications. However, the im-
plementation challenge of SVR, in the case of two other regression methods with a
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closed-form solution at hand, flin(q, d, z), and fSR(q, d, z), can be easily sorted as a
one-line task.
Therefore, to facilitate the implementation of the high fidelity detection model
across abstract simulation environments such as CamSim to support runtime ap-
plications, (e.g. the studied k-coverage case study), we select an alternative based
on accuracy and prediction error metrics. In this context, according to r2 accuracy
score and SSE standard error of predictions, the ORB-Linear model as a second
accurate model with a closed-form solution at hand is selected to implement across
the CamSim Simulation environment.
In this way according to the results of Table 6.1, ORB-Linear row, the math-
ematical form of the high fidelity abstract target detection model, providing the
flin(q, d, z) from Equation 4.4 Chapter 4 is represented as follows.
g(flin(q, d, z)) = 0.571⇥ ( 18.82 z   2.0 q + 0.2 d+ 2.47) + 0.026
=  10.74⇥ z   1.14⇥ q + 0.11⇥ d+ 1.43
(6.1)
Coming back to the main requirements in developing a high fidelity detection
model, while accurate predictions are desirable, the obtained models required to
be easy to interpret, i.e. in a sense by looking at the mathematical form of the
model understand why the model works. This tension between the accuracy of the
predictions and the model’s interpretability described in [54] also as a trade-off when
prediction accuracy is the primary goal.
With this in mind, the selected model, produces reasonably accurate predictions,
with capturing around 60% of the ground truth ORB confidence variation, it is
highly interpretable and easy to implement across a simulation environment.
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Although adding an intermediate point of representation, PIP in the design of
the model leads to an extra layer of prediction errors. This, generally decrease the
maximum possible achievable accuracy of the outcomes. However, the question is
how much improvement the proposed model could bring to the simulator in terms
of fidelity when compared to its standard model of detection?
6.2 Fidelity Evaluation
So far, the mathematical form of our high fidelity abstract target detection model, to
be implemented on CamSim simulation environment is formalised. Its fidelity eval-
uated in predicting the variations of ground truth confidences. It becomes evident
that based on the r-squared metric, the selected model can capture up to 60% of the
ground truth ORB confidences while incorporating only three physical parameters
(i.e. properties of realism).
To have a better understanding of the obtained fidelity, here we explore fidelity
of the CamSim standard model of detection in predicting ground truth confidences.
To achieve this, CamSim standard detection model represented in Equation 6.2 is
described and implemented across our lab-based dataset to produce a set of target
detection predictions. The outcomes of the model are denoted as CamSim Conf.
values.
CamSim standard off-the-shelf confidence of target detection model is an extreme
abstract layout that only takes one dimension of realism, i.e. camera’s current zoom,
into account at the time of confidence of detection calculation. More details on the
development process of the model can be found [31]. The simplified relationship
between camera’s current zoom and confidence of target detection obtained through
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Table 6.2: A summary of the goodness of fit evaluation of the total three graphs along with the
mathematical form of each obtained model at 95% confidence bound. Each row of the table
represents the predictive ability of a linear correlation obtained between each pair of
detector-CamSim Conf. outcomes using three evaluation metrics, r2, RMSE, and SSE
Graph ID r2 RMSE SSE Closed-form Solution Obtained Model
ORB-CamSim Conf. 9% 0.081 2.85 0.092⇥ (ci) + 0.028
SIFT-CamSim Conf. 6% 0.144 8.79 0.16⇥ (ci) + 0.098
SURF-CamSim Conf. 7% 0.108 5.01 0.122⇥ (ci) + 0.059
a set of profiling experiments of their work and described as below,




Where, (ci) refers to the confidence of a virtual camera ci in detecting a target
of interest inside its FoV, and r(ci) is the radius of the camera’s FoV based on its
zoom level, and argmax(r(ci)) defines the maximum radius based on the maximum
zoom possible for the same camera. However, the radius of the FoV in their study
attributed to the current zoom. This definition of the zoom is in reverse relation
from the zoom, i.e. focal length of a real camera, that considered in our lab-based
experiments (as described in Chapter 3). Thus, to have a fair comparison with a
unique definition for the zoom parameter, the order of the CamSim model outcomes
is reversed across the six discrete optical zooms of the profiling experiments described
in Chapter 3.
Given the CamSim conf. predictions, next, we develop a linear regression between
CamSim conf. as an independent variable and each of three ground truth confidences
as a dependent variable.
A summary of the goodness of fit measures of the results demonstrated in Ta-
ble 6.2. Generally, the results presented in table 6.2 indicate the performance of
both models varies depending on the selected detector model. Comparing the good-
ness of fit evaluation metrics across two Tables 6.2, 6.1, both models are shown to
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Figure 6.2: A comparison between the performance of CamSim standard detection model across
three ground truth confidences of ORB, SIFT, and SURF outcomes. The x-axis of the graphs
shows CamSim Conf. The y-axis of the graphs demonstrate results of ORB, SIFT, and SURF
from top to bottom, respectively.
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be more successful in capturing the variation of ORB, rather than two other detec-
tors. It is important to note that, the fidelity of the obtained target detection model
(g(flin(q, d, z))), significantly improved based on R-Squared evaluation metric when
compared to the results of CamSim standard detection model. In this way, our de-
tection model with predicting 60% of the variations of the ground truth ORB, made
around 50% improvement in comparison to the CamSim detection results which can
predict only 9% of the ground truth results.
6.3 Conclusions and Discussion
We explored the sufficiency of the predicted PIP obtained from feature abstraction
models, f Chapter 4, in reflecting the outcomes of three detector models.
The combination of three sets of predictions (f), and three sets of ground truth
confidences (g) produced nine approximation models, developing a linear regression.
Based on the accuracy and standard error evaluation metrics, the mathematical form
of the high fidelity target detection model to be deployed across CamSim formalised.
The fidelity of our model’s outcomes was compared against the results of CamSim
standard model of detection, in reflecting three ground truth confidences. The
results confirm the fidelity of the outcomes of our model improved substantially,
with almost 50% when compared to CamSim outcomes.
Throughout the results, it becomes apparent that incorporating more properties
of realism (e.g. size of the target, distance from the camera) leads to a substantial
improvement in the fidelity of the model’s outcomes in predicting real-world opera-
tion. The implication of this improvement will be explored across our selected case
study from coverage redundancy application of smart camera networks in the next






A Case Study: Coverage Redundancy in a
Network of Smart Cameras
In order to explore the implications of the high fidelity abstract target detection
model on real world applications, this chapter establish a case study from coverage
redundancy management in smart camera networks domain. More specifically, the
self-organising ability of smart camera networks in maximising the coverage redun-
dancy across all moving targets is studied across CamSim simulation environment.
Generally, the performance of a coverage approach is highly influenced by the
level of details captured by a camera. This, can provide valuable information about
the location of targets, their temporal correspondences, and movement pattern over
time. Thereby, the high fidelity target detection model developed and analysed
across previous chapters becomes a fundamental requirement in correctly detecting
a target within a camera’s FoV before performing coverage strategies.
When a network of cameras with adjustable zoom lenses is tasked with object
coverage, an important question is how to determine the optimal zoom level for
each camera. More specifically, is it possible for each camera to determine its own
zoom, based on local information in order to achieve highest possible k-coverage
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for all objects in the system at all times? While covering a smaller area allows for
higher detection likelihood, overlapping fields of view introduce a redundancy which
is vital to fault tolerance and acquisition of multiple perspectives of targets. [123].
Considering a Pan-Tilt-Zoom (PTZ) camera, the main idea is to adapt an appro-
priate zoom (i.e. focal length) to maximase the coverage redundancy across moving
targets. Indeed, adapting an appropriate orientation (e.g. pan and tilt) in addition
to the zoom can maximise the geometrical coverage of the entire area using the
individual FoV. This could improve the accuracy of a target detection models in
correctly detecting a target of interest within a camera’s FoV.
We categorised the studied coverage behaviours into three main classes. First,
we look at offline behaviour, i.e. greedy approach, the second class studies online
behaviours divided into; baseline and learning based approaches, and the third class
describes the impact of more coordinated strategies on coverage redundancy.
All studied approaches, first employ the high fidelity abstract target detection
model as a posterior probability to reason about the number of targets being cor-
rectly detected within a camera’s FoV.
A visualisation of some fundamental elements in the coverage redundancy man-
agement in the self-organising smart camera networks depicted in Figure 7.1.
The results were previously presented in [123], [122].
The chapter proceeds as follows. Section 7.1 defines the coverage redundancy
problem itself, as used throughout this chapter, and formulate it as k-coverage
problem to be studied. Section 7.2, describes properties of a smart camera node
as self-organising agents, with the ability to process the sensory inputs on board
and communicate with other devices across the network. To evaluate performance
of the coverage approaches, a set of test scenarios designed with details described in
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Figure 7.1: Foundational elements in our self-organising smart camera network. These elements
drive the cooperation of smart cameras in finding an appropriate zoom configuration across the
network in a way to maximise the possible redundancy across all mobile targets network-wide.
Section 7.3. Section 7.4, describes and analyses the coverage redundancy behaviours
under three different categories, offline-greedy, baseline approaches (online-intuitive
heuristics),online-learning. Section 7.5 describes the simulation results, including a
comprehensive comparison of the performance of all discussed coverage behaviours
across all designed test scenarios. Finally, section 7.6 concludes with a discussion.
7.1 Problem statement
In this section, we consider a smart camera network (SCN) of directional cam-
eras C = {c1, c2, . . . , ci, . . . , cn} each equipped with an adjustable zoom lens. The
network is tasked to cover a set of moving objects O = {o1, o2, . . . , oj, . . . , om}. The
current zoom level has an inherent impact on the quality of the covered objects. A
trade-off arises between the size of the camera’s FoV and the quality of acquired
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information. A narrower zoom covers less physical space but results in a higher
pixel count for the region of interest. In contrast, a wider zoom covers more of the
environment but uses fewer pixels on a given square-unit. Employing our high fi-
delity abstract target detection, if the detection probability of the target drops from
a certain threshold, the target will not be detected even though they are within the
camera’s FoV.
Within the CamSim simulation environment, an object oj is covered by a camera
if that object satisfies two following conditions,
1. The object, lies within the camera’s FoV. In 2D modelling of cameras FoV
described in Equations 3.2, 3.1, Chapter 3. Where, the Euclidean distance
between camera and the object dij   ri(t).
2. The probability of target detection, as formalised in the previous chapter,
g(flin(q, d, z)) over oj is above a certain threshold ⌧ . Where ⌧ , can be defined
by a practitioner.
Here, we are not only interested in simply maximising the number of covered objects
in the environment, but covering each object with as many cameras as possible.
However, we are not trying to cover static points in the environment but rather
mobile points that may change their position over time. Typically in k coverage
problems (e.g. [47, 44, 1]), a desired fixed value of k is used, and the challenge is to
ensure that all objects are covered by at least k sensors with sufficient confidence.








1, if g(flin(q, d, z))   ⌧
0, otherwise
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Here, we focus on the problem of achieving the highest level of k-coverage across the
network, requiring us to maximise the minimum value of kj across all objects oj 2 O.
We denote this minimum k value as kmin at time t, as defined in Equation 7.1.
Therefore, the goal is to maximise the kmin value across the network by exploring
the impact of adopting different local behaviours at an individual camera level.
Bearing in mind, the probability of detecting an object correctly within a camera’s
FoV is the posterior probability obtained from the high fidelity target detection
model.
kmin(t) = min(k1(t), k2(t), ...kj(t), ..., km(t)) (7.1)
Further, given the online nature of the problem, as objects may move about, we are
also interested in maximising kmin over time.
A discrete time window t = t1...tmax is considered and called time step, therefore






In contrast to traditional cameras, smart cameras are embedded devices able to
perceive their environment, process this acquired knowledge on board, and com-
municate with other devices. By operating in networks, their ability to adapt to
changing conditions makes them more robust, flexible, and resilient. Within the
simulation environment, a smart camera node considered as a learning agent that
can perceive its environment through an adjustable zoom lens (i.e.focal length).
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Table 7.1: Summary of Scenarios Used in our Study
ID Layout No. of Cameras Object Movement Pattern Area Coverage
1 Lattice 9 Random 100%
2 Ring 8 Random 92%
3 Cluster 14 Random 66%
4 Lattice 9 Scripted 100%
5 Ring 8 Scripted 92%
6 Cluster 14 scripted 66%
Where the term precept refers to sensory inputs to a camera node, within the sim-
ulation environment, this can be translated to the number of detected objects at
a given zoom. The environment that a camera node operates in, is a surveillance
field with known boundaries and comprised of several moving targets with a con-
stant velocity that can adopt different movement patterns. Since the environment
changes while a camera node is acting, it is considered as a dynamic environment.
The action refers to switching between available zooms.
Self-organising applications are able to dynamically change their functionality
and structure without direct user involvement to meet changes in their environment.
Within this case study, the adaptation capabilities are transferred to the individual
cameras themselves.
7.3 Test Scenarios
To evaluate the performance of our decentralised coverage behaviours in a dynamic
environment, we construct six qualitatively different scenarios using CamSim simu-
tator. A summary of the scenarios is provided in Table 7.1. The six scenarios are
composed of three different camera layouts, each of which can represent a set of
real-world applications. An overview of them is depicted in Figure 7.2.
Across our experiments, two different movement patterns defined for objects
within each scenario. These include random/semi-random movement pattern, where
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all objects move in straight vectors inside the surveillance field until they hit the
boundaries then they bounce back in a random direction. Pre-defined trajectory
(i.e.scripted) movement pattern, where all objects follow a rectangle trajectory
placed around the centre of each camera layout. As a property of each scenario,
the last column of the table indicates the ratio of the covered area (excluding mul-
tiple overlaps of camera’s FoV) to the total size of the surveillance area. Decreasing
area coverage increases the coverage holes across the surveillance field, which leads
to increasing the risk of having un-covered objects for a given time interval.
In our experiments, the possible zoom length for a single camera is discretised into
five levels (z = 5). The distances is calculated as the 2D Euclidean distance between
the camera and the location of the object. The small time slots used to calculate
kmin, correspond to discrete time steps which are assumed to be synchronised across
all cameras in the scenario.
(a) Lattice (b) Ring (c) Cluster
Figure 7.2: Camera layouts tested with the CamSim simulation tool [123]. A green dot represents
a camera, and the associated grey inner circle demonstrate the minimum FoV when the camera is
zoomed in, and the dashed circle represent the maximum FoV associated with zoom out.
7.4 Coverage Approaches
To maximise the value of kmin at any time, first, we employ the high fidelity target
detection model to reason about the varying abilities of cameras to cover objects
within their current FoV. Next, a set of coverage behaviours categorised into three
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classes, i.e. offline, online divided into baseline and learning approaches, and more
coordinated approach are studied. Their impact on the overall coverage redundancy
(i.e.kmin values) is also performed across the network. Given the dynamic nature
of the problem, in which objects always move about, the question is how to select
an appropriate zoom for each camera such that the value of kmin is maximised over
time?
7.4.1 Greedy Approach
Although cameras make decisions based on local information, we are primarily inter-
ested in performance at the global level. This forms a top boundary across the results
space for further evaluations and comparison across different approaches. We call
a specific set-up of cameras with corresponding zooms a configuration. The Greedy
approach analyses all potential configurations in the current time step reachable
from the current zoom level. Given each camera is equipped with Z = {z1, z2, ..., zz}
discrete zoom levels, allows us to select the zoom configuration which provides the
highest kmin at each time step.
However, determining an optimal kmin values using exhaustive offline search at
every single time step is time consuming and computationally expensive with com-
plexity increases exponentially with the number of cameras (ZC). By the time this
computation completes, a moving object has probably left the FoV of the camera.
Moreover, doing so assumes that the characteristics of the scenario are known in
advance; this includes cameras layout, objects movement pattern, cameras current
zoom. Indeed, this lack of a priori scenario knowledge is a crucial problem charac-
teristic motivating the online coverage approaches that use only local information
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to provide near-optimal outcomes. Therefore, we next study some online intuitive
heuristics do not require a priori knowledge of a scenario and do not involve in learn-
ing. These form our baseline approaches and then extend the idea, where individual
cameras learn behaviours online during run time.
7.4.2 Baseline: Simple Intuitive Heuristics
Here, we extend the idea of maximising the kmin where each camera autonomously
decides to select the zoom level independent from others at each time interval. In
this regard, two simple online intuitive heuristics described as following.
• random approach , is a simple distributed approach operating on local infor-
mation alone. Each camera selects a random zoom at each time step. The
zoom is sampled from a uniform distribution across all potential zooms.
• zoom out approach , in this approach all cameras select the widest zoom for all
time steps to provide the highest possible kmin across all available objects. This
corresponds to the largest FoV fixed for all cameras throughout the simulation.
The position of a target has no impact on the performance of this approach.
















Figure 7.3: A graph comparing the performance of zoom out in red and random in yellow colours
as baseline approaches with the greedy results in blue across the scenario one. The x-axis of the
graph shows the simulation time steps, which is T=10000 and y-axis shows the coverage
performance.
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Due to stochasticity, all the experiments have been repeated 30 times, and the
mean We smooth the results, using the locally weighted polynomial regression
(LOWESS) filter [87], to aid visualisation of the achieved values for kmin, result
is shown.
Employing the high fidelity target detection model before coverage computation,
the global metric, kmin is used to evaluate the performance of three approaches
network-wide. Assuming greedy behaviour guarantees that each object is at least
covered by one camera all the time. However, the baseline approaches performed
considerably weaker and failed to provide any redundancy across a given scenario.
These results produce the lower and upper boundaries of the possible solution space.
7.4.3 Online Learning Approaches: Multi-armed-bandit solver
From a camera’s perspective, the task is to select a discrete zoom from those avail-
able, which maximises its expected number of covered objects over time. Thus, this
problem can be attributed as a variant of the multi-armed bandit problem [3].
The stochastic multi-armed-bandit problem has been used extensively in research
to model the trade-off between exploration and exploitation faced by individual aims
to gather new knowledge of its environment.
In the bandit framework, each discrete zoom can be considered as an arm of a
bandit machine, and a resulting reward is received per pulled arm. Each camera
can select a zoom (i.e. pull an arm) at each time step and achieve a local reward
derived from the number of covered objects. In this way, a camera learns which
discrete zoom performs well given the current state of the scenario and exploit its
knowledge to provide a near-optimal performance.
There are several so-called bandit solvers proposed in the literature. Here, we
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studied ✏-greedy [124], which requires a ✏ value to determine the amount of ex-
ploration. To apply a bandit solver to zoom selection behaviour at the local level
in a self-organising system, a reward function is required to be defined, such that
the network-wide goals are achieved. The reward function defined here is a linear
combination of the local metric (the number of covered objects),









1, if conforb   ⌧
0, otherwise
(7.3)
Where, Oi, refers to a set of objects laid within camera ci FoV. The utility function
Ui sums covered objects over all objects lied within the camera’s FoV.   parameter
allows for tuning the reward value, and it is used for direct local learning such that
outcomes at the global level are near to optimal.
For the ✏-greedy approach, a set of various ✏ values from 0.1, 0.01, to 0.001 is ex-
plored. In all scenarios, ✏ = 0.1 obtained the closest outcomes to the optimal results.
Therefore, the value of ✏ = 0.1 is used for the results demonstrated in Figure 7.4.
Employing a scripted pattern increases the chance of learning for ✏-greedy, which
leads to a noticeable enhancement in the performance. It is observed that changing
the objects movement pattern from a random to the scripted across the same camera
layout, leads to a noticeable improvement in the total coverage redundancy values
achieved network-wide. It becomes evident that performance of online learning al-
gorithm across the deterministic environment (scenario 4) with all objects following
the same trajectory all time is considerably higher than the stochastic environment,
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Figure 7.4: Employing a scripted pattern increases the chance of learning for ✏-greedy, which
leads to a noticeable enhancement in the performance. Coverage redundancy across scenario one
with all objects following a random pattern and scenario four, with all objects following a
scripted pattern over time. The blue line shows the performance of the greedy approach, while
red line shows the ✏-greedy results.
where each object follow a random direction. The dynamic zoom selection (i.e. those
which change over time, in this case through online learning) learnt from ✏-greedy
behaviour can obtain near-optimal results with capturing up to 81% of the greedy
performance.
7.4.4 Online Learning Approaches: Reinforcement Learning
The task of reinforcement learning [112], [49] is to observe immediate rewards in
order to learn an optimal or (near to optimal) policy for the environment. Whereas,
the agent has no prior knowledge of neither the model of the environment nor the
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reward function. Unlike, supervised learning, the reinforcement learning, (RL) agent
never sees examples of good or bad behaviours. Instead, it receives some feedback,
i.e. positive and negative rewards for the taken action [90]. Figure 7.5 outlines
the basic reinforcement learning mechanism, depicting the interactions between the
agent and the environment.
In this case study, a fully observable environment is assumed, where each precept
of the agent provides the current state. Therefore, the framework of a standard
reinforcement learning algorithm can be mathematically modelled as a Markov De-
cision Process (MDP) [89], [7]. A five-tuple defines an MDP: hS,A, T,R,  i, where
S is a set of environment states, A is a set of agent actions, T is the state transition
probability function, which defines the probability of moving between the different
environment states, R is the reward function and  , (0     1) is the discount
factor, which models the relevance of immediate and future rewards. By assuming
an MDP framework, the agent’s policy can be represented as ⇡ : A S, a mapping
from each state of the environment to a probability distribution of available actions.
The RL agent, learns an action-value function, or Q-values as demonstrated in
Equation 7.6, giving the expected reward of taking a given action in a given state [90].
In this manner, the agent can compare the expected rewards for its available choices,
i.e. actions without needing to know their outcomes. Thus, it does not require a
model of the environment.
Nevertheless, this lack of the knowledge of the actual outcomes of the taken
actions, where “they do not know where their actions lead ” [90] (i.e. an agent can
not look ahead), can restrict individual agent’s learning ability.
In this context, when learning a model is not feasible the agent can still learn to
predict its future behaviour using temporal-difference methods [110].
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Figure 7.5: A schematic of Reinforcement Learning mechanism, demonstrating the
agent-environment interaction
Unlike, the conventional prediction-learning methods that are derived by the error
between predicted and actual outcomes, TD methods are derived by the error, i.e.
difference between temporally successive predictions. In this manner, the learning
appears to happen whenever a change occurs in prediction over time.
At each time interval, the agent selects an action and receives an immediate
reward. The reward is used to update estimates of its action-value function, which
then is used to predict the long-term discounted reward it will receive if it takes a
given action in a given state.
The RL agent aims to learn a policy that maximises the total (i.e. long-term)
expected discounted reward, i.e. optimal policy. The discounted expected reward,
Rt , at time t is represented in Equation 7.4, where E, denotes the expectation of






The RL algorithm can be decomposed into two components. The update policy,
whose value is being learned or simply how the agent learns the optimal policy.
Behaviour policy, which is used to control the agent during the learning. In an
off-policy algorithm following [112] the update policy is different than behaviour
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policy. Q-learning is an off-policy TD method [130]. In this manner, the agent takes
advantage of employing exploratory behaviour to gather diverse data while it learns
how to behave greedily with no exploration required.
In a on-policy algorithm the update and behaviour policies are identical. There-
fore, it can not separate exploration from learning. Thereby, it should confront the
exploration problem directly.
Here, the on-policy TD SARSA (State Action Reward State Action) algorithm
[89], [111] is employed at individual camera level to learn best actions at each state
of the environment to enhance network-wide coverage redundancy.
Our action space includes five discrete actions, indicating what zoom to select.
Using SARSA prediction method, a transition at time step t, hst, at, rt+1, st+1, at+1i
takes place from one state-action pair to the next. Where, the current state and
action st and at, the immediate reward r, and the next state and action st+1 and
at+1. However, as mentioned earlier, using at+1 introduces an extra variance to the
Q-value update when the updated policy has got some stochasticity. This is a typ-
ical challenge ahead of on-policy methods such as SARSA [118]. This additional
variance can slow the convergence [102], [118]. In order to evaluate the impact of
different amount of exploration on the performance of SARSA approach, here we
employed three widely used setups for ✏ = 0.1, 0.2, 0.3. The results of this compar-
ison on the coverage performance of on-policy SARSA is demonstrated in Figure 7.6.
Looking at the results space indicates that increasing the chance of exploration
within the behaviour policy of on-policy SARSA from ✏ = 0.1 to 0.3 leads to a
noticable drop in the performance of the method across the network. This, also
results in the method’s convergence to the optimal performance (i.e.greedy) becomes
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Figure 7.6: Impact of increasing chance of exploration through various epsilon values, on the
performance of TD onpolicy SARSA within a deterministic environment.
slower.



















Figure 7.7: Impact of various learning rates on the performance of SARSA algorithm using
scenario four.
Another interesting investigation carried out on the impact of employing different
learning rate, ↵ = 0.1, 0.2, 0.3 on the coverage performance of the method with the
results demonstrated in Figure 7.7. While all three different ↵ values converge
to almost the same coverage value at the end of the simulation run T = 10, 000,
however, with the learning rate of ↵ = 0.1, on-policy SARSA converge faster to
that certain coverage value. According to these results, the TD on-policy SARSA
method’s implementation set up in this case study is considered as; ↵ = 0.1, and
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Figure 7.8: A comparison of the coverage redundancy between SARSA in the solid red line, and
greedy in the solid blue line across scenario one and four overtime.
✏ = 0.1.
In order to evaluate the desirability of each state-action pair, (st, at), a numerical
reward is allocated, based on which the action-value function that represented in
Equation 7.6 get updated. Our reward function is defined as following,





1, if Oi(t) < Oi(t+1)
0, if Oi(t) = Oi(t+1)
 1, if Oi(t) > Oi(t+1)
(7.5)
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Finally, after every transition from one state-action pair Q(st, at) to the next
Q(st+1, at+1) the Q-value is regularly updated using the following equation:
Q(st, at) Q(st, at) + ↵[rt+1 +  Q(st+1, at+1) Q(st, at)] (7.6)
Where, ↵ is a learning parameter and   (0     1) is the discount factor. In this
manner, each camera aims to maximise the total reward while following a ✏-greedy
as both update and behaviour policies.
The performance of the algorithm evaluated in comparison to the greedy perfor-
mance under two different type of environments. A stochastic environment with an
example of scenario one when all objects adopt a random direction, versus a deter-
ministic case, with an instance of scenario four where all objects follow a pre-defined
trajectory all time.
Figure 7.8 demonstrate the results. The results from scenario four, indicate that
learning environmental constraints in this case objects movement pattern over time,
captured by online learning methods (e.g., a reinforcement learning approach) can
lead to a dynamic zoom-selection behaviour at runtime. This turns to improve the
coverage redundancy network-wide in a way to capture up to 81%, and 87% of the
greedy performance in the cases of ✏-greedy and SARSA respectively.
7.4.5 Coordinated Coverage Approach: Knowledge Sharing
So far, this chapter studied a set of online behaviours at the individual camera level,
where there was no inter-camera communication between camera agents in improv-
ing coverage redundancy network-wide. Within this section, cameras are able to
share their built-up knowledge, i.e. according to their Q-values using on-policy TD
SARSA approach across a local neighbourhood group. A k-NEAREST strategy for
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inter-camera communication is considered, which relies on the Euclidean distance
between cameras. This approach termed as Query Based-Sarsa that benefits from
both online reinforcement learning and inter-camera communication to utilise cam-
era neighbour’s knowledge as well at the time of decision making [122].
In this manner, first each individual camera adopts the on-policy TD SARSA
prediction method, as discussed in Section 7.4.4. At a given time, a camera sends
its state-action pair to its neighbours and requests a response. On the other side, by
mapping the received state-action information to its own Q-table, each neighbour
comes up with an action, i.e. a zoom which, based on its own updated Q-values, is
the best-known action to take.
Decision Making Process
As a response model, the camera that receives all the responses from k neighbours,
under the assumption of equal priors, runs a majority voting scheme across its own
and the k responses [51]. In this way, the camera counts the votes received for this
query from the individual neighbours. The zoom which receives the largest number
of votes is then selected as the consensus (majority) decision. As a result, the camera
exploits the outcome of the majority voting with a probability 1   ✏ while with a
probability of ✏, it still has a chance to explore other zooms.
The major difference between pure SARSA and QB-Sarsa happens in the ex-
ploitation part of the ✏-greedy policy. In addition to pure SARSA, where a camera
node employs a ✏-greedy policy across its own local observations, (i.e. exploits the
best-known zoom based on its learnt Q-vales so far). In QB-Sarsa, the ✏-greedy
policy exploits the outcome of majority voting scheme employed across k+1 locally
updated Q-values, with a probability of 1  ✏.
In this manner, the camera’s decision in selecting its next zoom relies not only on
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its own knowledge but also on the shared knowledge of the neighbours. This allows
for a local camera neighbourhood itself comprising of cameras with limited observa-
tion to learn the environment constrains, i.e. objects movement pattern, faster than
individuals. Consequently, in this coordinated approach, the results converge to
the maximum possible coverage redundancy considerably faster than running pure
learning on each individual camera agent.
7.5 Simulation results
In this section, the performance of four studied coverage approaches are compared
in terms of k-coverage network-wide and discuss the advantages and disadvantages
of them across all six test scenarios described in Table 7.1. It is essential to remind
that prior to k-coverage calculations, all studied approaches, first employ the high
fidelity abstract target detection model across the simulation environment to reason
about the number of correctly detected targets at each zoom. An overview of this
comparison demonstrated in Figure 7.9.
Looking at the results across different scenarios, it becomes apparent that the
coverage redundancy is highly reliant on scenario properties. Based on the results,
generally, the redundancy provided by almost all coverage approaches within the
deterministic scenarios (with objects following the scripted pattern) is higher than
the results of random ones.
A comparison across the outcomes indicates that applying even a simple learning
scheme can make a substantial improvement on the performance of the online local
approach, this can be found in a comparison between Zoomout results with three
other online learning approaches. Given deterministic scenarios, the learning ap-
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Figure 7.9: Illustration of the performance of the coverage approaches, Greedy, SARSA,
QB-SARSA, e-Greedy, and Zoomout network-wide, across all six scenarios. The bottom blue bar
represents 0-coverage, second green bar represents 1-coverage, and the top yellow bar illustrates
k-coverage, where k > 1.
proaches can capture up to 87% of the offline greedy performance while performing
during runtime.
The results show that enabling a knowledge-sharing among camera neighbours
and combining it with our rescribed response model as a reactive behaviour can
improve the performance of the pure learning approach (i.e. TD on-policy SARSA)
even further. This can be inferred by comparing the zero coverage proportion (the
blue bar) of both SARSA and QB-SARSA across all test scenarios.
It becomes evident that simply putting all cameras on the widest zoom (i.e.Zoomout)
doesn’t necessarily provide the highest coverage redundancy. Employing our high
fidelity detection model, if the probability of detecting a target within a camera’s
FoV is less than a certain threshold, the target considered as uncovered across the
given time interval. As described in Section 7.1, having only one uncovered target
at each time slot drops the k-coverage value to zero across that time interval.
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7.6 Conclusions and Discussion
In this chapter, a case study was established from coverage redundancy domain in
smart camera networks to explore the implication of our proposed high fidelity target
detection models. Emphasising the performance of a coverage approach highly relies
on the reliability of target detection results. The fundamentals of the selected case
study recognised. The problem of coverage redundancy was formalised along with
the properties of camera nodes as self-organising agents in a dynamic environment.
The coverage behaviours under this study were categorised to three different classes,
offline, online, and more coordinated approaches.
All studied approaches, first employ the high fidelity abstract target detection
model as a posterior probability to reason about the number of targets being cor-
rectly detected within a camera’s FoV. It is important to note, keeping the compu-
tational expenses low in our proposed target detection model, makes it suitable for
these type of runtime applications and online performance.
The on-policy TD SARSA learning method presented in this chapter is to our
knowledge the most widely used reinforcement learning method due to its simplicity
and being computationally cheap, which makes them suitable for online/runtime
performance.
Our findings across the case study are listed as follows:
1. The coverage redundancy as a global metric is heavily reliant on scenario prop-
erties, in a way that environmental factors such as objects movement pattern,
camera layout can easily affect the total quantity across the network.
2. Simply setting all the cameras to their widest zoom does not necessarily pro-
vide the highest coverage redundancy. Across the simulation, employing our
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proposed model, if the outcomes of the model are below a certain threshold,
the target was marked as uncovered.
3. While the greedy approach could provide the highest possible coverage redun-
dancy across the network, it is computationally expensive and is not scalable
or feasible for larger scenarios.
4. It becomes apparent that learning environmental constraints, i.e. objects move-
ment pattern at the individual camera level, can leads to a dynamic zoom-
selection behaviour at runtime. Thereby, the zoom selection behaviour of
a camera can adapt to objects movement pattern over time; this then leads
to a noticeable improvement in the redundancy provided network-wide. This
becomes more apparent within deterministic scenarios where objects follow a
scripted pattern all time.
5. It was shown that enabling knowledge sharing among camera neighbours can
improve the k-coverage performance even further than the pure online learning
approach.
A comprehensive comparison conducted across the results obtained from employ-
ing our proposed model against the CamSim standard model of detection over the
studied coverage approaches in the next chapter.
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Chapter 8
Implication of the High Fidelity Target
Detection Model
Our particular focus in this short chapter is on exploration of the implication of util-
ising our high fidelity target detection model on the problem of k-coverage in smart
camera networks as a case study initiated and studied in the previous chapter. To
demonstrate this, we compare our results obtained in the previous chapter with
the results of CamSim standard model of target detection across studied coverage
approaches. As described in Chapter 6, the standard detection model of CamSim
is an extremly abstract model of target detection, capturing only the camera’s cur-
rent zoom [31]. To achieve this, we replace the high fidelity detection model with
the CamSim’s standard detection model and repeat all the experiments conducted
in Chapter 7. The target detection task studied in this thesis is a fundamental
prerequisite of k-coverage calculation network-wide.
This short chapter proceeds as follows. Section 8.1 explains the implication of
High Fidelity target detection model on studied k-coverage approaches. Comparing
our results against initial results we discuss our findings. Section 8.2, concludes the
chapter with a discussion.
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8.1 Implication of High Fidelity Detection Model on k-coverage
Three coverage approaches, studied in the previous chapter, namely, Zoomout,
Epsilon-greedy, and SARSA are selected for the purpose of this study. The out-
comes of each approach compared applying, i) our high fidelity model, ii) CamSim
standard model of detection. The results of this comparison demonstrated in Fig-
ure 8.1 across all test scenarios.
Analysing the results indicates that, while the results of CamSim detection model
in the blue line, retain the variations of the previous results shown in red line qual-
itatively across all test scenarios, the results are quantitatively different.
It can be observed that the performance of all selected coverage approaches im-
proved in the presence of the high fidelity target detection model when compared to
the results of CamSim standard model. This becomes apparent across all test sce-
narios. However, the amount of improvement obtained varies across the approaches
and scenarios.
In some scenarios (e.g. scenario 3), this difference is minimal, however in others,
CamSim’s standard detection model underestimates the outcomes more substan-
tially when compared to our high fidelity model of target detection. This becomes
evident across all the test scenarios while using the same simulation settings.
In order to quantify the impact of each detection model on the performance of
the coverage approaches, we compute the proportion of the greedy results, achieved
by each of these approaches.
The greedy approach analyses all potential configurations in the current time
step, aiming to provide the maximum possible achieveable k-coverage using global
knowledge of the network.
The results demonstrated in Table 8.1. Each cell of the table represents the
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Figure 8.1: Graphs show a comparison between the performance of coverage approaches,
Zoomout,e-greedy,SARSA utilising i. CamSim, the CamSim standard target detection model in a
blue solid lines and ii. HiFi our proposed high fidelity target detection model in red solid lines
across all test scenarios. The x-axis of all graphs shows the simulation time, t = 10, 000
timesteps, and y-axis, demonstrates coverage performance across each scenario. From top to
bottom, each row shows the results of each scenario. Also, from left to right each column shows
the results of Zoomout, epsilon-greedy, and SARSA approaches respectively.
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Table 8.1: The proportion of the greedy results achieved by each of the coverage approach across
three test layouts under two different target detection models.
Zoomout E-Greedy SARSA
Layout CamSim g(flin(q, d, z)) CamSim g(flin(q, d, z)) CamSim g(flin(q, d, z))
Lattice 0.18 0.50 0.49 0.92 0.45 0.60
Ring 0.58 0.61 0.68 0.94 0.63 0.73
Cluster 0.05 0.44 0.64 0.93 0.57 0.70
proportion of the greedy results, achieved by each of these approaches across all test
scenarios under employing two different target detection estimation models. Based
on the results of the table, the performance of all studied coverage approaches with
a cluster layout are the most affected by this underestimation.
8.2 Conclusions and Discussion
To explore the implication of our proposed target detection model, a comprehensive
comparison was conducted employing i) high fidelity target detection model, ii) Cam-
Sim standard detection model across the studied coverage approaches It was shown
that while the results of both detection models were qualitatively similar across all
test scenarios, however, they were quantitatively different. The performance of all
selected coverage approaches improved in the presence of the high fidelity target
detection model when compared to the results of CamSim standard model. This
becomes apparent across all test scenarios.
However, the amount of improvement obtained varies across the approaches and
scenarios. In some scenarios, this difference was minimal, however in others, Cam-
Sim’s standard off-the-shelf detection model underestimated the outcomes more sub-
stantially when compared to our high fidelity model of target detection. This be-
comes evident across all the test scenarios while using the same simulation settings.
So far, it was found that augmenting extremely abstract detection model of Cam-
Sim, to few more relative physical parameters leads to an improvement in the fidelity
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of the model in reflecting ground truth confidences. Throughout the simulation re-
sults presented in this chapter, the improvement in the fidelity leads to detect an
underestimation was accrued in the performance of the studied coverage approaches
employing extremely abstract detection model of CamSim.
Coming back to the general concern in the agent-based modelling (described in
the Introduction Chapter), a critical impact of simplified extreme abstract mod-
els (e.g. CamSim standard detection model) could be on the underestimation of
the outcomes. This underestimation challenges the fidelity of the simulator’s out-
comes in reflecting real-world results. This problem identified and becomes evident
throughout the study of this thesis.
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Part IV
Conclusion and Final Remarks
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Chapter 9
Conclusions and Future Work
Within this thesis, the abstract standard target detection model of CamSim SCN
simulation environment was augmented with a higher degree of realism. The aim
was to improve the fidelity of the simulator’s outcomes in reflecting real-world’s
results while keeping the computational expense low.
The work was motivated by the identified trade-off between the fidelity of a
simulator’s outcomes and the corresponding computational overhead. The trade-off
opened the possibility for an alternative to augment abstract simulation tools with
a higher degree of realism. Thereby creat solutions that capture both benefits, low
computational expense with a higher fidelity of the outcomes.
For the task of target detection across the abstract SCN simulator (CamSim),
a novel decomposition method was proposed by introducing an intermediate point
of representation. It was shown that establishing such an intermediate point brings
flexibility and modularity into the design of the target detection model. This em-
powers practitioners to be able to select the model’s features individually and inde-
pendently to their requirements and camera settings. Further, it was illustrated that
the established point could capture 76% of variations of ORB-ground truth confi-
dences. Although adding an intermediate point in the design of the model came at
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the cost of adding an extra layer of prediction errors. However, it was shown that
still, a significant improvement (by almost 50%) was achieved when compared the
fidelity of our model’s outcomes against CamSim standard model of detection in
predicting ground truth confidences.
Within surveillance systems, target tracking, and coverage analysis are two im-
portant applications that their performance highly relies on the reliability of target
detection results. To explore the implications of our proposed model, we selected
a case study from coverage redundancy domain of smart camera networks as an
example of real-world applications. Emphasising that the performance of a coverage
approach is highly influenced by the level of details captured by a camera. Thus,
having reliable target detection results is an important prerequisite to coverage re-
dundancy applications.
A comprehensive comparison was conducted across the performance of studied
coverage approaches while employing i) high fidelity target detection model, ii) Cam-
Sim standard detection model. An underestimation was determined in the perfor-
mance of the coverage approaches employing CamSim abstract detection model.
The underestimation was quantified across the studied approaches. It was illus-
trated that depending on the scenarios, the underestimation of the outcomes could
be substantial when compared to our high fidelity model of target detection.
9.1 Summary of Contributions
More specifically, this thesis provides the following contributions:
• In Chapter 3, we established and described the decomposition method by in-
troducing PIP parameter, as an intermediate point of representation. PIP is
a core element of the model that decouples the architecture into two partial
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models.
• Within Chapter 3, we also created our image dataset using a real camera to
establish ground truth PIP and a set of three ground truth confidences for
further analysis.
• Chapter 4 explored the sufficiency of three physical properties in predicting
ground truth PIP. We explored the existence of both linear and non-linear
correlations using three state-of-the-art statistical analysis techniques.
• Chapter 5 three models of detectors were developed, combining three feature
extraction methods with the visual similarity function. The sufficiency of the
ground truth PIP was analysed in predicting the outcomes of three detectors,
developing a linear regression. It was illustrated that there is a linear correlation
exists between PIP and results of ORB features with higher accuracy when
compared to SIFT and SURF features.
• Within Chapter 6 explored the sufficiency of predicted-PIP in reflecting three
ground truth confidences. Fidelity of the predictions explored against CamSim
detection model’s outcomes in predicting ground truth confidences. A signifi-
cant improvement was achieved in the fidelity of our results when compared to
CamSim initial results.
• Chapter 7, a case study was selected from coverage redundancy domain of smart
camera networks to explore the implication of our high fidelity target detection
model. Highlighting the importance of having reliable target detection results
as a prerequisite to coverage redundancy applications.
• In Chapter 8, a comprehensive comparison conducted employing i) high fi-
delity target detection model, ii) CamSim standard detection model across the
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coverage approaches. An underestimation was detected in the performance of
all studied approaches employing CamSim standard abstract detection model
when compared to our results.
Addressing the general concern in agent-based modelling about the unclear im-
pact of making abstract models on the fidelity of the simulator’s outcomes, it was
found that one example of this impact could be an underestimation in the simula-
tion’s results. Throughout the selected case study, employing the extremely abstract
model of CamSim, capturing only one property of realism led to a substantial un-
derestimation in the performance of studied coverage approaches. Coming back to
the main objectives of the thesis, it was shown augmenting abstract simulation tools
such as CamSim with a higher degree of realism, could improve the fidelity of the
outcomes by almost 50% in reflecting real-world outcomes when compared to the
initial results.
With our proposed approach, given the resolution of a camera’s image sensor, the
impact of only three physical parameters, size of the target, distance from the cam-
era, and the camera’s current zoom investigated in pixel deviation of the introduced
intermediate point, PIP. Nevertheless, in realistic modelling of target detection, the
real-world constraints imposed by environmental factors and camera setting such as
the camera’s aperture, lens distortion, environment lightening must be taken into
account. The proposed model is purposefully generic and abstract with the objective
to capture both low computational expense and high fidelity in reflecting real-world
outcomes. These objectives are useful in supporting the applicability of the model
to a broader range of agent-based application domains facing the identified trade-off.
Indeed, within simulation environments, incorporating more properties of realism,
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aiming to represent a particular phenomenon in the real world, often leads to higher
accuracy and fidelity of the outcomes in reflecting real-world operations.
It is important at this stage to also identify weaknesses with the approach and
analysis presented. As described earlier, establishing an intermediate point of rep-
resentation in the design of the model comes at the cost of adding an extra layer
of prediction errors to the final outcomes of the model. This leads to a slight de-
crease (around 6%) in the total predictive ability of the model in capturing the
ground truth confidences. This impact varies depending on the employed regression
method within the first part of the architecture.
9.2 Future Work
The future directions identified for this work fall into a number of distinct areas. The
composability principle behind the proposed model development architecture opens
an essential direction for future work. In this context, to investigate the impact of a
wide range of different classification and regression techniques on the fidelity of the
model’s outcomes. Within the second part, including deep features obtained from
powerful convolutional neural networks or even more complex hybrid techniques
that combine the local features and deep feature (with supporting benefits of both
methodologies [134, 74]) could be an interesting direction to extend the work.
As described earlier, in this thesis, we introduced a new parameter, PIP, captur-
ing a ratio of the pixel density of a patch to an entire image. However, given the
resolution of a camera’s image sensor, we studied the impact of only three physical
properties on the pixel deviation of PIP. This confirms that the model presented in
this thesis is purposefully generic and abstract to support the applicability to those
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class of systems that face the trade-off between fidelity and corresponding compu-
tational expense. Nevertheless, to develop realistic detection models, it is necessary
to consider the specific constraints imposed by other important environmental and
camera factors, such as the camera’s aperture, lens distortion, environment lighten-
ing, on the pixel density of PIP. It is attributed that incorporating these factors in
the model’s development could increase the accuracy of the predictions.
One important future study could be in the concept of finding the right amount of
fidelity for the problem at hand. Based on the results of this study, we observed that
adding only a few more physical properties could lead to significant improvement
in the accuracy of the simulation’s outcomes. However, we speculate that from a
certain point adding more and more details won’t add a significant gain towards the
accuracy. Therefore it is important to conduct a systematic research to understand
the identical elements between real world and simulation and their impact on the
accuracy of the outcomes. In this way, we could have a cost-efficient design, where
the extra degrees of fidelity are eliminated and the accuracy of the outcomes are
desirable.
Finally, the unclear impact of making simplified abstract models on the ability of
the simulator to capture real-world behaviours is an important open question which
is also a general open concern in agent-based modelling [36]. The underestimation
identified within the outcomes of the simulator across the selected case study, em-
ploying an extremely abstract model of detection, is one important example of this
statement. This was determined when compared to the results of our high fidelity
detection model. The coverage redundancy in smart camera networks is one exam-
ple case study to explor the implication of our model. Nevertheless, this exploration
can be extended to other survillence applications such as target tracking.
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Augmenting the extremely abstract model of detection to capture a few more
properties of realism using a novel decomposition method with an intermediate
point of representation, found to be successful in dealing with the identified trade-
off across the selected case study.
This opens an interesting avenue to extend the work to apply to other agent-
based modelling/simulation application domains [115] that face with the identified
trade-off between fidelity of the system’s outcomes and corresponding computational
expense. Examples of this includes, agent-based applications in health care [73],
social science [37] amongst others. The generic nature of the approach presented in
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